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This paper deals with some ideas of B¶ezout and his successors Poisson, Netto and Laurent
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1. Introduction
Among the difierent methods to construct the multivariate resultant for a polynomial
system, the one introduced by B¶ezout (1779) was the flrst in history. Although it is
contained in some old textbooks in Higher Algebra, e.g. by Laurent (1900), Netto (1900)
and Serret (1866), recent studies have preferred to focus on the development of later
approaches, such as Sylvester’s, Cayley’s, Macaulay’s, or Dixon’s (Kapur and Saxena,
1995). Perhaps this is due to the fact that B¶ezout’s investigation is not in the spirit of
determinantal formalism, an ideology dominant since the middle of the XIXth century.
Hence, the name of ¶Etienne B¶ezout (1730{1783) is now mentioned only either w.r.t. the
B¶ezoutiant (Krein and Naimark, 1981) or to his famous theorem on the number of zeroes
of a polynomial system; however in the latter case nobody knows how it was proved
originally.
To restore historical justice is not the aim of the present paper, a special investigation
is needed to clarify the signiflcance of B¶ezout’s book. We will not give the original consid-
erations here. They can be found in Appendix I of the report (Bikker and Uteshev, 1999).
The aim here is to interpret some of the original ideas of B¶ezout and his successors in
the language of today’s mathematics and to supply them with efiective algorithms. Af-
ter that, they will appear to be not only compatible with some recent investigations in
the theory but also promising from the computational point of view. The interpretation
mentioned will be carried out in the two \o–cial languages": the determinantal and the
Gro˜bner basis.
The main objective of our paper is the multivariate resultant evaluation as the deter-
minant of an appropriate (so-called B¶ezout) matrix. The new contribution consists in
creating practical algorithms for flnding the matrix entries, in order to flll the void in
Laurent’s original treatment (Laurent, 1900). Several new properties of the B¶ezout ma-
trix are established, in particular those by means of which it is possible to isolate or to
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flnd the polynomial system zeroes. Theoretical and computational aspects of the method
are also discussed in comparison with Macaulay’s determinantal one (Macaulay, 1916)
and those ones utilizing the Gro˜bner basis construction.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 contains a preliminary result: we give a
sketch of the Poisson recursive deflnition of the resultant for L-variate polynomials over
a fleld K
f1(X); : : : ; fL(X) and g(X) (deg fj = nj ; deg g = m); X = (x1; : : : ; xL):
We consider it necessary to give this deflnition because it is contained in a rarely available
book (Netto, 1900). We expand fj(X) in decreasing powers of variables:
fj(X) · fj;nj (X) + fj;nj¡1(X) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ fj;0:
Here fj;k(X) stands for the form of degree k. Provided that the (L¡ 1)-variate resultant
of the leading forms
A0 := Rx1;:::;xL¡1(f1;n1(x1; : : : ; xL¡1; 1); : : : ; fL;nL(x1; : : : ; xL¡1; 1)) (1.1)
difiers from zero, the number N⁄ of zeroes ⁄j for the system
f1(X) = 0; : : : ; fL(X) = 0 (1.2)
equals the B¶ezout bound N := n1 ¢ ¢ ¢nL. Then the L-variate resultant is deflned as
RX(f1; : : : ; fL; g) := Am0 RgX(f1; : : : ; fL); where RgX(f1; : : : ; fL) := g(⁄1) : : : g(⁄N⁄):
For the non-generic case, it may turn out that N⁄ < N . The flrst aim of the paper is to
obtain a constructive computation of the expression RgX(f1; : : : ; fL).
In Section 3 we consider the univariate case. Brie°y, the resultant of polynomials
f(x) and g(x) equals the determinant of the matrix formed from the coe–cients of the
remainders obtained on dividing xjg(x); (j = 0; : : : ;deg f ¡ 1) by f(x). Although the
case was investigated (Laurent, 1900; Barnett, 1970; Gonzalez-Vega, 1996), we give a new
proof for the representation of the gcd(f; g) which is based on the relationship between
the minors of the matrix with the subresultants. The novelty also consists of establishing
the possibility of using this approach for the zero separation problem (for K = R). It turns
out that by analysing the signs of the minors of the appropriate matrices constructed in
this way, one can obtain the number of the real zeroes of f(x) and those satisfying the
inequality g(x) > 0.
For the multivariate case considered in Sections 4 and 7, the division process is replaced
by that of flnding the normal form (or, in B¶ezout’s version, the reduction) modulo the
ideal I(f1; : : : ; fL). One has flrst to choose a set of power products M = f„j(X)gN⁄j=1 as
a basis for the vector space K[X]=I(f1; : : : ; fL), and then to flnd the normal form for
„j(X)g(X):
„j(X)g(X) + I(f1; : : : ; fL) = bj1„1(X) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ bjN⁄„N⁄(X); fbjkgN⁄j;k=1 ‰ K:
The matrix formed from the coe–cients bjk will be called the B¶ezout matrix. One has
RgX(f1; : : : ; fL) = det[bjk]N
⁄
j;k=1:
The basis M can be predicted a priori via consideration of the leading forms fjnj (X).
For the generic case N⁄ = N , one may choose B¶ezout’s set
M = fxp11 ¢ ¢ ¢xpLL j 0 • p1 < n1; : : : ; 0 • pL < nLg:
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A reduction algorithm suggested in Laurent (1900) \fails when it passes beyond reduction
in one variable" (Macaulay, 1903).
In Section 5, we present a new constructive reduction algorithm. It consists of resolving
a succession of linear systems with respect to the power products. We formulate some
determinantal conditions for the execution of the algorithm. It turns out that the key
condition is that the number (1.1) does not vanish.
In Section 6 we compare this approach with the method of Macaulay.
In Section 7 we investigate the B¶ezout method with the aid of the Gro˜bner basis con-
struction for the ideal I(f1; : : : ; fL), and explore its links with some recent investigations
(Auzinger and Stetter, 1988; Yokoyama et al., 1992; Emiris and Rege, 1994). Selection
of the set M can be organized via analysis of the leading power products of the poly-
nomials from a Gro˜bner basis. A problem appears if the structure of the Gro˜bner basis
depends on the parameters involved. The concept of suspicious factors is introduced, i.e.
polynomial expressions in the parameters whose vanishing might in°uence the number
of zeroes for the system or the Gro˜bner basis construction.
Simultaneously, in Sections 5 and 7 we address some problems of Elimination Theory.
One of them is how to flnd an eliminant for the system (1.2), say in xL:
XL(xL) := RfLx1;:::;xL¡1(f1; : : : ; fL¡1):
Another problem is how to represent ⁄j as a rational function of the roots of XL(xL)
(an analogue of the Shape Lemma from Gro˜bner basis theory). Of particular interest to
Control Theory is how to flnd a linear representation of the resultant, i.e. polynomials
P1; : : : ; PL; Q providing the so-called B¶ezout’s identity (Berenstein and Struppa, 1988;
Berenstein and Yger, 1989):
P1(X)f1(X) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ PL(X)fL(X) +Q(X)g(X) · R(f1; : : : ; fL; g):
These problems are illustrated with several examples.
In Section 8 some well-known examples are analysed and computing times are given.
In every section we explicitly mention which parts are known results and which parts
are due to the present authors.
historical remark
While looking for the sources of some \well-known" results, sometimes it is hard to
establish the original. For instance, the result of part (1) of Theorem 3.1 was assigned
in Laurent (1900) to Euler, B¶ezout, Cauchy and Cayley. We found it neither in B¶ezout’s
book nor in Cayley’s Collected Papers. The same problem arises with Theorem 7.2. In
some recent publications it was assigned to L. Stickelberger. Checking all the papers listed
in \Verzeichnis der Schriften von Ludwig Stickelberger" (Jahresbericht der Deutschen
Mathematiker Vereinigung, 47(5{8): 79{86, 1937) we did not flnd this result. Probably
nearest to the subject is the paper (Stickelberger, 1898) on Number Theory.
2. Poisson’s Deflnition of the Resultant
Let K be a fleld and denote the algebraic closure of K by K. In order to establish a nec-
essary and su–cient condition for the existence of a common zero for f1(X); : : : ; fL(X)
and g(X) over K we will need a concept of the multivariate resultant. Although the re-
sultant is usually (Perron, 1932) deflned for homogeneous polynomials complete in all
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their terms and parametric coe–cients, we shall restrict here to the non-homogeneous
case. The latter is less general than the former. However, it allows one to avoid the con-
sideration of the (in practice useless) \inflnite" zeroes. Henceforth all zeroes are assumed
to be flnite. We will use the inductive deflnition of the resultant due to Netto (1900).
For L = 1, if a polynomial f(x) = a0xn + ¢ ¢ ¢+ an (a0 6= 0) has the zeroes ‚1; : : : ; ‚n,
then R(f; g) is deflned formally as a symmetric polynomial of these zeroes, namely:
R(f; g) = am0 g(‚1) ¢ ¢ ¢ g(‚n): (2.1)
Its value is a polynomial in the coe–cients of f and g, and practically can be found by any
of the well-known methods, e.g., the Sylvester determinant (Netto, 1900; Akritas, 1989).
Assuming that the resultant is already deflned for any L polynomials in L¡1 variables,
let us flrst deflne it for polynomials f1(X); : : : ; fL(X); g(X) in generic form, i.e. complete
in all their terms and independent (parametric) coe–cients. Here one should accept an
important assumption. Expand fj(X) in decreasing powers of the variables:
fj(X) = fjnj (X) + fjnj¡1(X) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ fj0 (j = 1; : : : ; L): (2.2)
Here, fjk(X) stands for the homogeneous polynomial (form) of degree k. Consider the
leading forms fjnj (X) in (2.2) and assume, for deflniteness, that they do not have a
common non-trivial zero with xL = 0 (if this is not the case, it is possible to obtain a new
system with the claimed property by means of a suitable linear substitution (Netto, 1900,
p. 13)). Based on the inductive hypothesis, we may introduce the (L¡1)-variate resultant
A0 := R(f1n1(z1; : : : ; zL¡1; 1); : : : ; fLnL(z1; : : : ; zL¡1; 1)): (2.3)
For generic polynomials, it can be proved that A0 6= 0, and under this condition the
system of equations
f1(X) = 0; : : : ; fL(X) = 0 (2.4)
has exactly
N := n1 ¢ ¢ ¢nL (2.5)
zeroes X = ⁄j := (‚j1; : : : ; ‚jL) 2 KL counted with their multiplicities (celebrated
B¶ezout’s theorem if K = C). The proof of this fact is carried out by constructing the
eliminant for the system (2.4) w.r.t. xL, i.e. the resultant of the polynomials f1; : : : ; fL
considered as polynomials in x1; : : : ; xL¡1. (Because of the inductive hypothesis, this
construction is allowed). As a matter of fact, the eliminant turns out to be a univariate
polynomial with the leading coe–cient equal to A0
XL(xL) := A0xNL + lower order terms (2.6)
and with the coe–cients polynomially dependent on those of f1; : : : ; fL (Netto, 1900,
Section 417). The roots ‚jL of XL give the Lth components of the zeroes ⁄j of the system
(2.4) and, provided that these roots are distinct, other components can be expressed
as rational functions of them (Netto, 1900, Sections 414{415). Furthermore, there exist
polynomials P1(X); : : : ; PL(X) 2 K[X], degPj • N¡nj , satisfying the following equality
P1(X)f1(X) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ PL(X)fL(X) · XL(xL) (2.7)
(known also as the B¶ezout identity).
Definition. The function '(X1; X2; : : : ; X‘) : K
‘L ! K (Xj 2 KL) is called a sym-
metric function of the ‘ vectors of variables if its value does not change under any
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rearrangement of these vectors:
'(X1; X2; : : : ; X‘) · '(Xj1 ; Xj2 ; : : : ; Xj‘)
for distinct j1; : : : ; j‘.
Theorem 2.1. (Schla˜fli, 1852)If A0 6= 0, then the value of any symmetric polynomial
of the N vectors of variables on the zeroes ⁄1; : : : ;⁄N of the system (2:4) is a rational
function in the coe–cients of f1; : : : ; fL.
An idea of Schla˜°i’s proof can also be found in Uteshev and Cherkasov (1998).
In Netto (1900, pp. 387{388), the L-variate resultant for the polynomials f1; : : : ; fL; g
is introduced by
R(f1(X); : : : ; fL(X); g(X)) := Am0 g(⁄1) ¢ ¢ ¢ g(⁄N ): (2.8)
Thus, under assumption A0 6= 0, the condition
R(f1; : : : ; fL; g) = 0
is necessary and su–cient for f1; : : : ; fL and g to have a common zero.
As the right-hand side of (2.8) is a symmetric polynomial in the zeroes ⁄j , by The-
orem 2.1 it follows that R(f1; : : : ; fL; g) can be represented as a rational function in
the coe–cients of f1; : : : ; fL; g. Moreover, by the choice of a factor Am0 , it becomes
a polynomial in these coe–cients and this polynomial is irreducible over K. Hence,
R(f1; : : : ; fL; g) 2 K. Some other properties of the resultant can be established, in partic-
ular thatR(f1; : : : ; fL; g) is independent (up to its sign) of the order of its arguments, and
that there exist polynomials P1(X); : : : ; PL(X); Q(X) from K[X] providing the following
equality
P1(X)f1(X) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ PL(X)fL(X) +Q(X)g(X) · R(f1; : : : ; fL; g): (2.9)
This completes the inductive deflnition of the resultant. In order to handle the non-
generic case (where the resultant (2.3) might vanish), let us modify the deflnition above
assuming that system (2.4) has a flnite number N⁄ • N of (flnite) zeroes ⁄1; : : : ;⁄N⁄
(counted with their multiplicities).
Definition. We will refer to the expression
RgX(f1; : : : ; fL) := g(⁄1) ¢ ¢ ¢ g(⁄N⁄) (2.10)
as the Poisson product.
So, in the generic case this object difiers from the canonical resultant (2.8) by the
factor Am0 , and expression (2.10) is a rational function in the coe–cients of f1; : : : ; fL; g.
Thus RgX 2 K. In the non-generic case where N⁄ < N ( i.e. N ¡ N⁄ zeroes \become
inflnite") we can no longer use Theorem 2.1, as A0 = 0. It can be proved, however, (see
Section 7) that the statement RgX 2 K remains valid, and thus, expression (2.10) can be
considered as a generalization of (2.8).
An obstacle appears when we want to use (2.10) for the constructive computation of an
eliminant. Imagine the following situation: one has to construct the eliminant in z for the
polynomials f1(x; y; z); f2(x; y; z); g(x; y; z). If A0 = R(f1n1(z1; 1; 0); f2n2(z1; 1; 0)) 6= 0,
then the number of zeroes for the system f1 = 0; f2 = 0 considered w.r.t. variables x; y
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equals to N = n1n2 and, therefore, is independent of z. This is not the case if A0 = 0.
It may happen that the number N⁄ of zeroes will now depend on z. In terms of the
deflnition above (2.10) this means: Rgx;y(f1; f2) can be a rational function in z, so some
particular (critical) values of z annihilate the denominator.
We leave aside some exceptional cases such as when the system (2.4) is inconsistent
(N⁄ = 0), or has an inflnite number of zeroes (the eliminant in a particular variable may
still exist).
In Sections 4 and 5 we will deal mainly with the case A0 6= 0, while the general case
will be treated in Section 7.
The following result (Faddeev, 1984) will be used for proving some theorems:
Theorem 2.2. Let K be an integral domain containing an inflnite number of elements
and let fF1; F2; Hg ‰ K[y1; : : : ; ys]; H 6· 0. If F1(y⁄1 ; : : : ; y⁄s ) = F2(y⁄1 ; : : : ; y⁄s ) at every
point where H(y⁄1 ; : : : ; y
⁄
s ) 6= 0, then F1 · F2.
3. The Univariate Case
The purely theoretical construction of the resultant outlined in the previous section
should be realized in concrete, with the case L = 1 at the foundation. In order to make
the univariate counterparts for the general results to be tackled in Section 4, we review
here one determinantal approach to the problem of relative distribution of the zeroes of
two polynomials. We also examine the relationship of this approach to the traditional
subresultants’ one and to that based on the Hankel matrix construction.
For polynomials f(x) = a0xn + ¢ ¢ ¢+ an; (a0 6= 0) and g(x) = b0xm + ¢ ¢ ¢+ bm; (b0 6= 0)
compute the remainder on dividing xkg(x) (k = 0; 1; : : : ; n¡ 1) by f(x):
gk(x) := bk0xn¡1 + bk1xn¡2 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ bk;n¡1: (3.1)
Coe–cients of gk(x), for k > 0, can be obtained from those of gk¡1(x) by the formulae
bkj = bk¡1;j+1 ¡ bk¡1;0 aj+1
a0
(j = 0; : : : ; n¡ 1; bk¡1;n := 0): (3.2)
Construct a matrix B from these coe–cients:
B = [bkj ]n¡1k;j=0 (3.3)
and denote by Bj its jth leading principal minor. Although the following result can be
found in Barnett (1970) and Gonzalez-Vega (1996), it will be supplied with a new proof
(due to the present authors).
Theorem 3.1. We have
(1) det B = (¡1)n(n¡1)=2R(f; g)=am0 .
(2) The degree of gcd(f; g) equals D ifi Bn = Bn¡1 = ¢ ¢ ¢ = Bn¡D+1 = 0;Bn¡D 6= 0.
In this case, gcd(f; g) equals the determinant obtained from Bn¡D on replacing its
last column by• n¡1X
j=n¡D¡1
b0jx
n¡j¡1;
n¡1X
j=n¡D¡1
b1jx
n¡j¡1; : : : ;
n¡1X
j=n¡D¡1
bn¡D¡1;jxn¡j¡1
‚T
(here and elsewhere the superscript T stands for transposition).
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(3) For n > m, the polynomials p(x) and q(x) giving the linear representation of
gcd(f; g):
p(x)f(x) + q(x)g(x) · gcd(f; g) (3.4)
may be expressed as the determinants obtained on replacing the last column of Bn¡D
by
[0;¡p0(x); : : : ;¡pn¡D¡2(x)]T and [1; x; : : : ; xn¡D¡1]T
correspondingly. Here pk(x) = (b0;0xk + b1;0xk¡1 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ bk;0)=a0.
Proof. It follows from the relation between Bn¡k and the kth subresultant of R(f; g):
am¡k0 Bn¡k = Rk :=
flflflflflflflflflflflflflflflfl
a0 a1 a2 : : : : : : an+m¡2k¡1
0 a0 a1 a2 : : : : : : an+m¡2k¡2
: : : : : :
0 : : : 0 a0 a1 a2 : : : an¡k
0 : : : 0 0 b0 b1 : : : bm¡k
0 : : : 0 b0 b1 : : : bm¡k bm¡k+1
: : : : : :
b0 b1 : : : : : : bn+m¡2k¡1
flflflflflflflflflflflflflflflfl
9>>=>>;m¡ k rows9>>=>>;n¡ k rows:
(3.5)
Here we assume, for deflniteness, that m • n, and set aj = 0 for j > n; bk = 0 for k > m;
R0 = (¡1)n(n¡1)=2R(f; g). Consider the determinant from the right-hand side of (3.5),
its value is unaltered by multiplying it from the left byflflflfl Im¡k OB0 In¡k
flflflfl :
Here, I stands for the identity matrix of corresponding order, while
B0 = ¡ 1
a0
0BBBBBBBBB@
0 0 : : : 0
: : : : : :
0 0 : : : 0
0 0 : : : 0 bn¡m¡1;0
0 0 : : : bn¡m¡1;0 bn¡m;0
: : : : : :
0 bn¡m¡1;0 : : : bn¡k¡4;0 bn¡k¡3;0
bn¡m¡1;0 bn¡m;0 : : : bn¡k¡3;0 bn¡k¡2;0
1CCCCCCCCCA
9=;n¡m rows9>>>>=>>>>;m¡ k rows
(b¡1;0 = b0). By formulae (3.2), the result of this multiplication (which is equivalent
to elementary linear operations applied to the rows of the subresultant) will be the
determinantflflflflflflflflflflflflflflflfl
a0 a1 a2 : : :
0 a0 a1 : : :
: : :
0 : : : a0 a1 a2 : : :
0 : : : 0 b0;0 b0;1 : : : b0;n¡k¡1
0 : : : 0 b1;0 b1;1 : : : b1;n¡k¡1
: : : : : : : : : : : :
0 : : : 0 bn¡k¡1;0 bn¡k¡1;1 : : : bn¡k¡1;n¡k¡1
flflflflflflflflflflflflflflflfl
= am¡k0 Bn¡k;
and formula (3.5) is valid. The other statements of the theorem then follow from the
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properties of subresultants (Netto, 1900; Akritas, 1989). To prove, for instance, part (3),
let us use the easily deduced formulae
xkg(x) = pk¡1(x)f(x) + gk(x); (k = 0; : : : ; n¡D ¡ 1; p¡1(x) · 0):
Multiply the kth equality by the cofactor to the element of Bn¡D standing in its last
column and in the kth row, and add these products. Using the properties of the determi-
nant expansion and the expression for the gcd from part (2), we have the desired result.
2
Remark. If instead of the remainder (3.1), one takes for gk(x) the remainder on dividing
(a0xk + a1xk¡1 + ¢ ¢ ¢ + ak)g(x) by f(x), then the coe–cient matrix B turns out to be
a symmetric one with det B = R(f; g), and is referred to as the B¶ezoutiant (Krein and
Naimark, 1981).
Matrix (3.3) can also be used for the zero separation problem (insofar as the authors
are aware, the results of the remained part of this section are new). To illuminate this,
let us establish the relationship of the present approach to that utilizing Hankel matrices
with the entries being symmetric functions of the zeroes ‚1; : : : ; ‚n of f(x) (Uteshev and
Shulyak, 1992; Uteshev and Cherkasov, 1998). Construct the following Laurent expan-
sions
1
f(x)
=
1X
k=n¡1
dk
xk+1
;
g(x)
f(x)
= L(x) +
1X
k=0
ck
xk+1
: (3.6)
Here L(x) is the quotient on division of g(x) by f(x). On the one hand, the coe–cients
dk and ck can be expressed rationally by recurrence formulae from those of f(x) and
g(x), while, on the other hand, they satisfy the Lagrange formulae:
nX
‘=1
‚k‘ g(‚‘)
f 0(‚‘)
= ck;
nX
‘=1
‚k‘
f 0(‚‘)
=
‰
dk if k ‚ n¡ 1;
0 if k < n¡ 1, (3.7)
provided that all the zeroes are distinct. Consider the following n£ n Hankel matrices
D = [dj+k]n¡1j;k=0 =
0BBB@
0 0 : : : 0 dn¡1
0 0 : : : dn¡1 dn
: : : : : :
0 dn¡1 : : : d2n¡3
dn¡1 dn : : : d2n¡3 d2n¡2
1CCCA ; C = [cj+k]n¡1j;k=0 (3.8)
and denote by Bg the matrix obtained from the matrix (3.3) on reordering its columns:
Bg := [bk;n¡1¡j ]n¡1k;j=0: (3.9)
Theorem 3.2. The matrices (3:8) and (3:9) are connected by the following equality:
BgD = C: (3.10)
Proof. Assuming flrstly that all the zeroes are distinct, substitute them in (3.1):
gk(‚j) = bk;n¡1 +bk;n¡2‚j + ¢ ¢ ¢+bk0‚n¡1j = ‚kj g(‚j) (j = 1; : : : ; n; k = 0; : : : ; n¡1):
Rewriting these equalities into the matrix form:
BgV = V diag(g(‚1); : : : ; g(‚n)); where V = [‚
j¡1
‘ ]
n
j;‘=1
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gives the Vandermonde matrix. Multiplying this equality from the right by the matrix
([‚j¡1‘ =f
0(‚‘)]nj;‘=1)
T
and using the Lagrange formulae (3.7) we obtain the claimed result.
Extension to the case of the existence of a multiple zero can be executed via application
of Theorem 2.2. The existence of a multiple zero is equivalent to the vanishing of the
discriminant: D(f) = 0. The latter condition is algebraic w.r.t. the coe–cients of f(x), so
does the equality (3.10). Being valid for D(f) 6= 0, it should also be valid for D(f) = 0.
2
Corollary 3.1. The leading principal minors of the matrices B and C are connected
by the equality
Bj = Cja
j
0: (3.11)
The Hankel matrix C is the matrix from Kronecker’s theorem on gcd(f; g) (Uteshev and
Cherkasov, 1996, 1998). Let us now assume that ff(x); g(x)g ‰ R[x]. Taking into account
equalities (3.11), let us introduce analogues of the inertia indices and the signature for
the (non-symmetric !) matrix (3.9):
n+(Bg) := P(1;B1; : : : ;Br); n¡(Bg) := V(1;B1; : : : ;Br); ¾(Bg) := n+(Bg)¡ n¡(Bg):
Here r := rank B, where P (or V) is the number of permanences (or variations) of sign.
If some minors vanish, one may use an analogue of Frobenius’ rule (Gantmacher, 1959)
for computing the signature.
For the choice g(x) = f 0(x), the signature of the corresponding Hankel matrix gives
one the number of distinct real zeroes for f(x):
¾(Bf 0) = nrzff(x) = 0g:
This is an analogue of Jacobi’s theorem. Now construct the matrix (3.3) for the polyno-
mials f(x) and f 0(x)g(x):
Bf 0g = Bf 0Bg = BgBf 0 :
Then, provided that det Bf 0g 6= 0, one has
n+(Bf 0g)¡ n¡(Bf 0) = nrzff(x) = 0 j g(x) > 0g
(an analogue of the Hermite{Sylvester theorem). Taking here g(x) = x ¡ t one then
has a counterpart of the Joachimstahl theorem (Krein and Naimark, 1981; Uteshev and
Shulyak, 1992), i.e. a system of polynomials which can be treated as the Sturm sequence
for f(x):
Theorem 3.3. Let matrix (3:3) be constructed for g(x) = f 0(x), and r be its rank. Then
nrzff(x) = 0 j a < x < bg = V(1; q1(a); : : : ; qr(a))¡ V(1; q1(b); : : : ; qr(b)):
Here, qk(x) is deflned as in Theorem 3.1:
qk(x) :=
flflflflflflflfl
b00 : : : b0;k¡1 1
b1;0 : : : b1;k¡1 x
: : : : : :
bk;0 : : : bk;k¡1 xk
flflflflflflflfl
and qn(x) = f(x) det B=a0.
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4. The Multivariate Case
The aim of this section is to introduce the matrix whose determinant can be treated as
the multivariate resultant. In presentation of the results we will follow Laurent (1900) and
Serret (1866). We use the deflnition of the resultant given in Section 2 under assumption
A0 6= 0. Thus, the number of common zeroes ⁄j of f1; : : : ; fL equals N = n1 ¢ ¢ ¢nL.
Consider the following set of N power products
M = f„k(X)gNk=1 = fxp11 ¢ ¢ ¢xpLL j 0 • p1 < n1; : : : ; 0 • pL < nLg: (4.1)
The structure of this set is given by the corollary to the following
Theorem 4.1. (B¶ezout) The number of power products of a degree m from L variables
equals
N(L;m) :=
µ
L+m¡ 1
m
¶
:
(We set N(0;m) = N(L; 0) = N(0; 0) := 1 for m > 0; L > 0, and N(L;m) := 0 for
L < 0 or m < 0). Furthermore, the number of those
(1) not divisible by xn11 equals
¢n1N(L;m) := N(L;m)¡N(L;m¡ n1);
(2) not divisible by xn11 and x
n2
2 equals
¢n2¢n1N(L;m) := ¢n1N(L;m)¡¢n1N(L;m¡ n2);
(3) not divisible by any of xn11 ; x
n2
2 ; : : : ; x
nk
k equals
¢nk¢nk¡1 : : :¢n1N(L;m) := ¢nk¡1 : : :¢n1N(L;m)¡¢nk¡1 : : :¢n1N(L;m¡nk):
Corollary 4.1. The set M deflned by (4:1) contains exactly
N(L;m) ¡
X
1•j•L
N(L;m¡ nj) +
X
1•j1<j2•L
N(L;m¡ nj1 ¡ nj2)¡ ¢ ¢ ¢
+(¡1)LN(L;m¡ n1 ¡ n2 ¡ : : :¡ nL) (4.2)
power products of degree m.
We call a polynomial h(X) 2 K[X] reduced w.r.t. M if it can be represented as a linear
combination (with coe–cients from K) of power products from M. B¶ezout proved that
for generic f1; : : : ; fL, it is possible to reduce any h(X) 2 K[X] modulo f1; : : : ; fL, i.e., to
flnd fa1(X); : : : ; aL(X)g ‰ K[X] such that the polynomial
hred(X) = h(X)¡ a1(X)f1(X)¡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¡ aL(X)fL(X)
will be reduced w.r.t. M. We will denote this fact
h(X)!Mf1;:::;fL hred(X) or simply h(X)!M hred(X):
Evidently hred(⁄j) = h(⁄j) for 1 • j • N . The reducibility problem will be discussed
in subsequent sections. In this section we assume every reduction executable.
Reduce now the polynomials „k(X)g(X) w.r.t. M, and denote the result by gk(X):
„k(X)g(X) = ak1(X)f1(X) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ akL(X)fL(X) + gk(X); (4.3)
gk(X) = bk1„1(X) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ bkN„N (X): (4.4)
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Substituting X = ⁄j in (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain
bk1„1(⁄j) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ bkN„N (⁄j) = „k(⁄j)g(⁄j): (4.5)
Rewriting equalities (4.5) for 1 • j; k • N in matrix form gives
BV = V
0B@ g(⁄1) O. . .
O g(⁄N )
1CA ; where V =
0@ „1(⁄1) : : : „1(⁄N ): : : : : :
„N (⁄1) : : : „N (⁄N )
1A
(4.6)
is the generalized Vandermonde matrix; the N £N coe–cient matrix
B = [bkj ]Nk;j=1 (4.7)
will be referred to as the B¶ezout matrix.
The problem of the non-singularity of the matrix V was discussed in Macaulay (1903).
It can be proved that
(detV )2 = ¤J (⁄1) ¢ ¢ ¢ J (⁄N ); (4.8)
where J stands for the Jacobian of f1; : : : ; fL and
¤ =
›
An1+¢¢¢+nL¡L+10
: (4.9)
Here, › is a product of
PL
j=1 nj ¡L polynomials in the coe–cients of the leading forms
(2.2) of f1; : : : ; fL. Thus, ¤ is a rational function in these coe–cients. In the next section
we will detail the structure of ¤ and show its relation to the reducibility problem. Obvi-
ously (detV )2 is a symmetric polynomial in the common zeroes of f1; : : : ; fL, hence, by
Theorem 2.1, the condition (detV )2 = 0 is algebraic w.r.t. the coe–cients of f1; : : : ; fL.
Theorem 4.2. (Laurent) We have
(1) The determinant of the B¶ezout matrix equals the Poisson product (2:10)
det B = RgX(f1; : : : ; fL):
(2) If detV 6= 0, then rank B equals the number of common zeroes of f1; : : : ; fL for
which g 6= 0.
(3) There exist polynomials P1; : : : ; PL; Q from K[X] giving a linear representation for
RgX :
P1(X)f1(X) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ PL(X)fL(X) +Q(X)g(X) = RgX : (4.10)
Proof. If detV 6= 0, then statements (1) and (2) of the theorem follow from (4.6) (and
from the fact that the rank of the matrix is unaltered by multiplying it by a non-singular
square matrix). The equality det B = RgX(f1; : : : ; fL) is algebraic w.r.t. the coe–cients
of f1; : : : ; fL, g. Being proved under the assumption detV 6= 0, it remains also valid for
(detV )2 = 0 as the latter is also algebraic w.r.t. the coe–cients of f1; : : : ; fL, and thus
one can apply Theorem 2.2.
To obtain identity (4.10), one should use polynomials akj(X) from representation (4.3).
Let us take, for deflniteness, „1 = 1, and construct the corresponding matrix B. Multiply
equality (4.3) by the cofactor Bk1 to the element bk1 of det B, and add these products
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by k = 1; : : : ; N :
Q(X) = B11„1(X) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ BN1„N (X); (4.11)
Pj(X) = ¡B11a1j(X)¡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¡BN1aNj(X); (j = 1; : : : ; L): (4.12)
By the properties of the determinant expansion, one has:
P1(X)f1(X) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ PL(X)fL(X) +Q(X)g(X) = det B:
Notice that the polynomial Q(X) was obtained in a way similar to the polynomial q(x)
from Theorem 3.1: it equals the determinant of the matrix obtained from B by replacing
its flrst column by the column of power products from the set (4.1).2
rank conjecture
The assertion (2) of Theorem 4.2 can be replaced by a more general one, namely: the
deflciency index of matrix B (i.e. N ¡ rank B) equals the number of common zeroes of
f1; : : : ; fL at which g vanishes. If a common zero of (2.4) of multiplicity ‘1 is, at the same
time, a zero for g(X) = 0 of multiplicity ‘2, it decreases the rank B by min(‘1; ‘2).
The conjecture above is important for the problem of flnding the components of the
common zeroes of f1; : : : ; fL and g in terms of the minors of the B¶ezout matrix.
the common-zero-finding algorithm
Let rank B = N¡1 and X = ⁄ be a single common zero. Substitute it in the equations
(4.5), and consider the resulting linear homogeneous system
bk1„1(⁄) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ bkN„N (⁄) = 0; (k = 1; : : : ; N) (4.13)
w.r.t. „1(⁄); : : : ; „N (⁄). Its rank equals to N ¡ 1. Assume, for deflniteness, that at least
one of the cofactors BN1; : : : ;BNN difiers from zero. Every non-trivial solution to system
(4.13) has to satisfy the ratios
BN1: BN2: : : : : BNN = „1(⁄):„2(⁄): : : : :„N (⁄): (4.14)
Assume now, for deflniteness, that BN1 6= 0. Then for appropriate values of the index j
the formulae
„j(⁄) = BNj=BN1 (j = 2; : : : ; N) (4.15)
give the components of the common zero ⁄ as rational functions of the coe–cients of the
polynomials f1; : : : ; fL and g. Formally, the equations (4.15) could be obtained via the
application of the Cramer’s rule to the system (4.13) (neglecting the last equation, and
transferring the flrst terms onto the right-hand sides).
The algorithm can evidently be extended to the case where rank B < N ¡ 1. For ex-
ample, let rank B = N ¡ 2 and its minor of the order N ¡ 2
B
µ
N ¡ 1 N
1 2
¶
(4.16)
be non-zero. Here, the upper (lower) indices give the number of rows (columns) to be
deleted from B. Consider the flrst N¡2 equations from (4.13) as a linear system w.r.t. the
„3(X); : : : ; „N (X). As the determinant of this system coinsides with (4.16), there exists
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a single solution which can be expressed with the aid of Cramer’s rule. For instance, the
relationship
„3(⁄) = ¡
•
B
µ
N ¡ 1 N
2 3
¶
„1(⁄) + B
µ
N ¡ 1 N
1 3
¶
„2(⁄)
‚ ,
B
µ
N ¡ 1 N
1 2
¶
(4.17)
is valid for both common zeroes of the considered polynomials.
5. Reducibility
We will discuss here the problem of reduction of a polynomial. Our approach is just
a constructive version of the B¶ezout proof of the reducibility for the generic case; we
also provide conditions under which the reduction is possible. Insofar as the authors
are aware, the results of this section are new (as it was mentioned in the Introduction,
the Laurent (1900) treatment of the matter is incorrect). In parallel, we will give some
applications of the results from the previous section, in particular, we will consider the
problem of flnding zeroes of an algebraic system. We will begin with
5.1. the bivariate case
Example 5.1. Find the Poisson productRgx;y(f1; f2) and its linear representation (4:10)
for the polynomials
f1 := 5x2¡6xy+5y2¡16; f2 := 2x2¡xy+y2¡x¡y¡4; g := x2¡y+": (5.1)
Here " is a parameter.
Solution. As n1 = n2 = 2, one has M = f1; x; y; xyg. To reduce the polynomials
g; xg; yg; xyg w.r.t. M it is su–cient to construct the reductions for the power products
x2; y2; x3; x2y, xy2; x3y. To perform these, consider flrst the equations f1 = 0; f2 = 0 as
a linear system w.r.t. x2 and y2. Resolving it, we have the identities:
x2 =
•
¡1
5
f1 + f2
‚
¡ 1
5
xy + x+ y +
4
5
; (5.2)
y2 =
•
2
5
f1 ¡ f2
‚
+
7
5
xy ¡ x¡ y + 12
5
: (5.3)
Multiplying then (5.2) by y and (5.3) by x, we obtain a linear system w.r.t. x2y and xy2.
Resolving it and replacing afterwards x2 and y2 by (5.2) and (5.3), we flnd that
x2y =
•
1
32
(¡2x¡ 5y + 9)f1 + 532(x+ 5y ¡ 4)f2
‚
+ 2xy ¡ x+ 2; (5.4)
xy2 =
•
1
32
(10x¡ 7y + 19)f1 + 532(¡5x+ 7y ¡ 12)f2
‚
+ 2xy ¡ y + 2: (5.5)
Multiplying now (5.2) by x and substituting successively (5.4), and then (5.2) and (5.3),
we obtain the expression for x3:
x3 =
•
1
160
(¡30x+ 5y ¡ 41)f1 + 132(31x¡ 5y + 36)f2
‚
+
2
5
xy + 2x+ y +
2
5
: (5.6)
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Finally, multiply (5.6) by y, replace xy2 by formulae (5.5), and then y2 by (5.3) (the
latter is not related to the multipliers of f1 or f2 containing y2 !):
x3y =
•
1
160
(5y2 ¡ 30xy + 20x¡ 55y + 102)f1
+
1
32
(¡5y2 + 31xy ¡ 10x+ 50y ¡ 56)f2
‚
+
21
5
xy ¡ x¡ y + 16
5
:
Remark 1. If one multiplies (5.4) by x, replaces then x2y by (5.4), and afterwards x2
by (5.2) (the latter is not related to the multipliers of f1 or f2 containing x2 !), one will
obtain another formula:
x3y =
•
1
160
(¡10x2 ¡ 25xy + 25x¡ 50y + 122)f1
+
1
32
(5x2 + 25xy ¡ 10x+ 50y ¡ 72)f2
‚
+
21
5
xy ¡ x¡ y + 16
5
:
With the obtained formulae, we reduce g; xg; yg; xyg:
g =
•
¡1
5
f1 + f2
‚
¡ 1
5
xy + x+
µ
4
5
+ "
¶
;
xg =
•
1
160
(¡30x+ 5y ¡ 41)f1 + 132(31x¡ 5y + 36)f2
‚
¡ 3
5
xy + ("+ 2)x+ y +
2
5
;
yg =
•
¡ 1
160
(10x+ 25y + 19)f1 +
1
32
(5x+ 25y + 12)f2
‚
+
3
5
xy + ("+ 1)y ¡ 2
5
;
xyg =
•
1
160
(5y2 ¡ 30xy ¡ 30x¡ 20y + 7)f1 (5.7)
+
1
32
(¡5y2 + 31xy + 15x+ 15y + 4)f2
‚
+
µ
"+
11
5
¶
xy ¡ x+ 6
5
and place the coe–cients of power products 1; x; y; xy into matrix B:
Rgx;y(f1; f2) = det B =
flflflflflflflfl
(4=5 + ") 1 0 ¡1=5
2=5 ("+ 2) 1 ¡3=5
¡2=5 0 ("+ 1) 3=5
6=5 ¡1 0 ("+ 11=5)
flflflflflflflfl = "("+ 2)
3: (5.8)
Check: the system f1 = 0; f2 = 0 possesses the following zeroes: (¡1; 1); (2; 2), and
(1;¡1), the last one being of multiplicity 2; Rgx;y(f1; f2) = g(¡1; 1)g(2; 2)g(1;¡1)2 =
"("+ 2)3.
Now to obtain identity (4.10), one should use the coe–cients of f1 and f2 (polynomials
in brackets) from (5.7). Applying the algorithm from the proof of part (3) of Theorem 4.2,
multiply them by the corresponding cofactors of the det B
("+ 2)("2 + 16"=5 + 8=5); ¡("+ 2)("+ 1); ("+ 2); 1=5("+ 2)("¡ 2)
and add these products. For simplicity, consider the case " = ¡1:
P1(x; y) =
1
160
(3y2 ¡ 18xy ¡ 8x+ 13y + 4);
P2(x; y) =
1
160
(¡15y2 + 93xy + 20x¡ 80y + 48);
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Q(x; y) =
1
5
(¡3xy + 5y ¡ 3);
P1 ¢ f1 + P2 ¢ f2 +Q ¢ (x2 ¡ y ¡ 1) · ¡1:
The polynomials P1; P2 and Q, satisfying the last equality are not unique (see Remark
1).
Remark 2. This example also conflrms the Rank Conjecture from Section 4: for " = 0
one has rank B = 3, and, indeed, the system f1 = 0; f2 = 0 has only one zero common
with g(x; y), namely (¡1; 1). As for the case " = ¡2, here rank B = 2, while g(x; y)
vanishes on three zeroes of f1 = 0; f2 = 0 : (2; 2); (1;¡1); (1;¡1). Explanation: zero
(1;¡1) is of multiplicity ‘1 = 2 for the system f1 = 0; f2 = 0, but of multiplicity ‘2 = 1
for the polynomial g(x; y). If one had taken g = (x¡1)(y+1) or g = (x¡1)2+(x¡1)(y+1),
the corresponding matrix B would have been:0B@
¡1 1 ¡1 1
14=5 ¡1 1 4=5
¡2=5 1 ¡1 8=5
4 ¡1 1 2
1CA or
0B@
4=5 0 0 4=5
8=5 0 0 8=5
8=5 0 0 8=5
16=5 0 0 16=5
1CA
with the rank equal to 2 and 1, respectively. For both cases (1;¡1) is a double zero for
g(x; y), in the last case g vanishes also at (¡1; 1).
Let us flnally illustrate the work of the Common-Zero-Finding Algorithm. For " = 0,
one has rank B = 3 and the formulae
x =
B4;2
B4;1
=
("+ 2)(3"+ 2)
("+ 2)("¡ 2) ; y =
B4;3
B4;1
= ¡ ("+ 2)(3"+ 2)
("+ 2)("¡ 2)
give the true value of a single common zero. They fail for " = ¡2, when rank B = 2. For
this case, one may use (4.17): the conditionflflflfl (4=5 + ") ¡1=52=5 ¡3=5
flflflfl+ x flflflfl 1 ¡1=5("+ 2) ¡3=5
flflflfl+ y flflflfl 0 ¡1=51 ¡3=5
flflflfl = 0
remains valid for " = ¡2 on all the common zeroes of the polynomials.
Example 5.2. Find the eliminant in z and evaluate zeroes for the system
f1 = x2 + xy + y2 ¡ 2xz ¡ 4yz + 3z2 + x+ 2y ¡ z ¡ 2 = 0;
f2 = 2x2 ¡ xy + y2 ¡ xz ¡ yz ¡ 6z2 + 2x¡ y + z + 2 = 0; (5.9)
g = x2 ¡ 2xy ¡ y2 ¡ 2xz + 2yz + 3z2 + 2x+ 3y ¡ 3z ¡ 1 = 0:
Solution. We intend to eliminate x and y. The algorithm is similar to that of Exam-
ple 5.1, though we now do not need to care about the polynomials in brackets. So, we
sketch the process:
x2 !M 2xy + (¡z ¡ 1)x+ (¡3z + 3)y + (9z2 ¡ 2z ¡ 4); (5.10)
y2 !M ¡3xy + 3zx+ (7z ¡ 5)y + (¡12z2 + 3z + 6): (5.11)
Multiplying then (5.10) by y, (5.11) by x, we obtain a linear system w.r.t. x2y and xy2.
Resolving it and replacing afterwards x2 and y2 by (5.10) and (5.11), we flnd that
x2y!M 1
7
f(34z ¡ 20)xy + (¡39z2 + 9z + 12)x+ (¡30z2 + 52z ¡ 19)y
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+(90z3 ¡ 57z2 ¡ 33z + 18)g; (5.12)
xy2 !M 1
7
f(¡11z + 25)xy + (12z2 ¡ 27z + 6)x+ (27z2 ¡ 93z + 57)y
+(¡81z3 + 129z2 + 15z ¡ 54)g: (5.13)
Multiplying now (5.10) by x, and using (5.12), (5.10) and (5.11), we obtain the reduction
for x3. Similarly for y3:
x3 !M 1
7
f(33z ¡ 33)xy + (¡8z2 + 18z + 3)x+ (¡39z2 + 104z ¡ 59)y
+(117z3 ¡ 163z2 ¡ 24z + 64)g; (5.14)
y3 !M 1
7
f(¡93z + 30)xy + (111z2 ¡ 24z ¡ 18)x+ (178z2 ¡ 190z + 46)y
+(¡345z3 + 180z2 + 144z ¡ 48)g: (5.15)
To reduce x3y : reduce y£ (5:14) using (5.13) and (5.11). Similarly for xy3. Finally x2y2:
reduce y £ (5:12) using (5.13) and (5.11).
With the obtained formulae, we flrst reduce g; xg; yg; xyg and then place the coe–cients
of power products into the matrix B:
Rgx;y(f1; f2) =
1
49
(¡869814z7 + 1156692z6 + 399400z5 ¡ 1116418z4
+404610z3 + 93852z2 ¡ 56816z ¡ 11506): (5.16)
The eliminant Z(z) difiers from it by the factor
A20 = [R(f1;2(z1; 1; 0); f2;2(z1; 1; 0))]2 = 49:
The roots of (5.16) are the z-components of the zeroes of (5.9):
z = f1; 0:74136;¡0:94428;¡0:21498§ i0:05478; 0:48135§ i0:39011g
(within accuracy §10¡5). The total number of zeroes equals to 7 and turns to be less
than the B¶ezout bound : deg f1 deg f2 deg g = 8. This happens because the leading forms
of the polynomials (5.9) have a (non-trivial) common zero (0; 3; 1):
R(f1;2(z1; z2; 1); f2;2(z1; z2; 1); g2(z1; z2; 1)) = 0: (5.17)
We can use the Common-Zero-Finding Algorithm to derive the x- and the y-component
of zeroes. For this aim, formulae (4.15) can be used:
x =
B4;2
B4;1
= ¡13601z
4 ¡ 34161z3 + 17378z2 + 1519z ¡ 517
2277z4 ¡ 8581z3 + 13522z2 ¡ 2995z ¡ 2043 :
Substituting here the values of the roots of (5.16) we obtain the corresponding x-compon-
ents:
x = f1;¡2:42809;¡0:97093;¡0:21886¤ i0:65557; 0:56791§ i1:09756g:
The y-components are dealt with analogously:
y = f0;¡0:15702; 0:18176; 0:67565§ i0:33638; 1:28693¤ i0:30635g:
The Bivariate Reduction Algorithm for power products of flxed degrees can be per-
formed by solving the succession of linear systems with the coe–cients rationally depen-
dent on those of the leading forms f1n1 and f2n2 of f1 and f2. The trunk of the treelike
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reduction process is represented by the following diagram which is relative to the case
n1 = n2 = –:
f1 = 0
f2 = 0
=)
‰
x–
y–
¾
,!
‰
x–y
xy–
¾
,!
‰
x–y2
x2y–
¾
,! ¢ ¢ ¢ ,!
‰
x–y–¡1
x–¡1y–
¾
:
Here, f g means a linear system w.r.t. the power products included, while ,! is a mul-
tiplication of the reductions obtained on the previous step by y and x. If the power
products of degree –+ k¡ 1 are reducible and the linear system w.r.t. x–yk; xky– is con-
sistent, then all the monomials of degree – + k are reducible. Indeed, some of these are
just contained in M while the reductions for others can be obtained on multiplying the
reduction formulae for power products of degree – + k¡ 1 by x or by y and on recursive
substituting the reduction formulae already deduced. For instance, let the reduction for
x–+k¡1 (k < – ¡ 1) be known:
x–+k¡1 !M D–¡1;kx–¡1yk +D–¡2;k+1x–¡2yk+1 + ¢ ¢ ¢+Dk;–¡1xky–¡1
+ terms of deg < – + k ¡ 1:
To obtain the reduction for x–+k, let us multiply this by x:
x–+k !M D–¡1;kx–yk+D–¡2;k+1x–¡1yk+1+¢ ¢ ¢+Dk;–¡1xk+1y–¡1+ terms of deg < –+k:
All the terms in the right-hand side are reducible: x–yk, by assumption, x–¡2yk+1; : : : ;
xky–¡1, as they belong to M while those remained, by the inductive hypothesis. Summa-
rizing, for total reducibility in the case n1 = n2 it is necessary and su–cient to have the
n1 conditions fulfllled.
As for the case n1 < n2, a modiflcation of the reduction procedure will be illustrated
via an example. Let n1 = 3; n2 = 5, so
M = f1; x; y; x2; xy; y2; x2y; xy2; y3; x2y2; xy3; y4; x2y3; xy4; x2y4g: (5.18)
Let
f1 = a30x3 + a21x2y + a12xy2 + a03y3 + ¢ ¢ ¢ :
Here, dots and underlined summands mean that the terms are reducible w.r.t. M. If
a30 6= 0 then one can obtain the reduction for x3 from the equation f1 = 0:
x3 !M A21x2y +A12xy2 +A03y3 + ¢ ¢ ¢ : (5.19)
Now all the monomials of degree 3 are reducible w.r.t. M. Multiplying (5.19) by y, we
can obtain the reduction
x3y !M A21x2y2 +A12xy3 +A03y4 + ¢ ¢ ¢ (5.20)
as power products of the underlined terms are contained in M. Multiplying (5.19) by x
and using (5.20), we obtain the reduction
x4 !M C22x2y2 + C13xy3 + C04y4 + ¢ ¢ ¢ : (5.21)
Now all the monomials of degree 4 are reduced w.r.t. M.
Multiply (5.20) by y:
x3y2 !M A21x2y3 +A12xy4 +A03y5 + ¢ ¢ ¢ (5.22)
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(The power product y5 is not inM). Multiply (5.20) by x and substitute expression (5.22):
x4y !M A21x3y2 +A12x2y3 +A03xy4 + ¢ ¢ ¢ !M G23x2y3 +G14xy4 +G05y5 + ¢ ¢ ¢ : (5.23)
Multiply (5.21) by x and substitute expression (5.22):
x5 !M C22x3y2 +C13x2y3 +C04xy4 + ¢ ¢ ¢ !M H23x2y3 +H14xy4 +H05y5 + ¢ ¢ ¢ : (5.24)
Consider now the expansion for f2:
f2 := b50x5 + b41x4y + b32x3y2 + b23x2y3 + b14xy4 + b05y5 + ¢ ¢ ¢ :
Consider the equation f2 = 0 and replace the non-underlined expression with the help
of formulae (5.24), (5.23) and (5.22). One obtains a linear relation connecting the power
products x2y3; xy4; y5. If it is resolvable w.r.t. the last monomial, then it is possible to
obtain not only the reduction
y5 !M L23x2y3 + L14xy4 + ¢ ¢ ¢ (5.25)
but also the reduction for any monomial of degree 5, in particular (substituting (5.25) in
(5.22)):
x3y2 !M M23x2y3 +M14xy4 + ¢ ¢ ¢ : (5.26)
The next part of the algorithm is similar to the case n1 = n2. Multiply (5.25) by x,
(5.26) by y:
xy5 !M L23x3y3 + L14x2y4 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ; x3y3 !M M23x2y4 +M14xy5 + ¢ ¢ ¢ :
If this system is resolvable w.r.t. xy5 and x3y3, then any monomial of degree 6 is reducible.
One more step is needed to obtain the reductions for x2y5 and x3y4. If this is possible,
then any monomial of degree 7 is reducible. From these reduction formulae, the reductions
for the monomials of higher degrees can be decuded without any additional assumptions.
Thus, for the reducibility in the general case when n1 • n2, the n1 conditions have
to be fulfllled (aside from the non-vanishing of the leading coe–cient of f1). This is not
always the case:
Example 5.3. Let f1 = x2 + xy + y2 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ; f2 = 5x2 ¡ 6xy + 5y2 + ¢ ¢ ¢.
From f1 = 0; f2 = 0, it is impossible to express x2 and y2 simultaneously. The situation
can be saved by replacing (4.1) by M1 = f1; x; y; y2g. Generally, apart from (4.1), the
following system may be used for the case n1 • n2 (Uteshev and Cherkasov, 1996, 1998):
M1 = fxpyqj0 • p < n1; 0 • q • n1 + n2 ¡ 2p¡ 2g: (5.27)
However, even this opportunity does not help in the following situation:
Example 5.4. Find the eliminant in x for the system (5:9).
We have to eliminate y and z, and M = f1; y; z; yzg. Using the procedure similar to
that from Example 5.2, in the second step we obtain the system
y2z = 3yz2 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ; yz2 = 1
3
y2z + ¢ ¢ ¢
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which cannot be solved w.r.t. y2z and yz2. Moreover, it can be shown that none of
the monomials y3; y2z; yz2; z3 can be reduced w.r.t. any set M of lower degree power
products. In fact, for this case the resultant (2.3) vanishes:
A0 = R(f1;2(0; z2; 1); f2;2(0; z2; 1)) = R(z22 ¡ 4z2 + 3; z22 ¡ z2 ¡ 6) = 0:
As for Example 5.3, A0 was not zero, whereas one of its minors, a factor in the numerator
of expression (4.9), was.
Now we have collected enough empirical data to clarify the structure of ¤ and its in-
°uence on the problem of reducibility. To formalize this, it will be convenient to consider
flrst the problem of reducibility w.r.t. the set (5.27).
Theorem 5.1. Let n1 := deg f1(x; y) • n2 := deg f2(x; y), and A0 := R(f1n1(z1; 1),
f2n2(z1; 1)) = (¡1)n1(n1¡1)=2U , where
U :=
flflflflflflflflflflflfl
an1;0 an1¡1;1 : : : a0;n1 0 : : : 0
: : : : : :
0 : : : 0 0 an1;0 an1¡1;1 : : : a0;n1
0 : : : 0 bn2;0 bn2¡1;1 bn2¡2;2 : : : b0;n2
: : : : : :
bn2;0 bn2¡1;1 bn2¡2;2 : : : : : : b0;n2 : : : 0
flflflflflflflflflflflfl
9=;n29=;n1
: (5.28)
The kth subresultant of (5:28) is denoted by Rk(A0).
(1) The system of inequalities
A0 6= 0;R1(A0) 6= 0; : : : ;Rn1¡1(A0) 6= 0; an2¡n1n1;0 6= 0 (5.29)
provides a necessary and su–cient condition for an arbitrary polynomial g(x; y) 2
K[x; y] to be reducible modulo f1; f2 w.r.t. M1.
(2) Let A0 6= 0, and the generalized Vandermonde matrix V be deflned similarly as in
(4:6) for the monomial set M1. Then for the constant ¤ from (4:8) we will have
¤ = (¡1)n1(n1¡1)=2 [R1(A0) ¢ ¢ ¢Rn1¡1(A0)]
2
An1+n2¡10
: (5.30)
Proof. The reduction algorithm outlined above is nothing more than a simpliflcation of
the following inductive procedure. Consider, flrst, the case n1 = n2 = –, so the equations
f1 = 0; f2 = 0 are
f1 = a–;0x– + a–¡1;1x–¡1y + a–¡2;2x–¡2y2 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ a0;–y– + ¢ ¢ ¢ = 0
f2 = b–;0x– + b–¡1;1x–¡1y + b–¡2;2x–¡2y2 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ b0;–y– + ¢ ¢ ¢ = 0;
where dots and underlined summands mean that the terms are reducible w.r.t.M1. Power
products x– and x–¡1y can be expressed from these equations ifi the condition
R–¡1(A0) =
flflflfl a–;0 a–¡1;1b–;0 b–¡1;1
flflflfl 6= 0 (5.31)
is fulfllled. Then any monomial of degree – is reducible w.r.t. M1.
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Assume now that all the power products of degree • –+k¡1; (k • –¡1) are reducible.
Multiply the equations f1 = 0 and f2 = 0 by any power product of degree k and consider
the equalities
xkf1 = 0; xk¡1yf1 = 0; : : : ; ykf1 = 0; ykf2 = 0; xyk¡1f2 = 0; : : : ; xkf2 = 0 (5.32)
as a linear system w.r.t. x–+k; x–+k¡1y; : : : ; x–¡k¡1y2k+1. The remaining power products
in these equalities are reducible (with x–¡k¡2y2k+2; x–¡k¡3y2k+3; : : : ; y–+k contained in
M1 when k < – ¡ 1). The determinant of the system coincides with R–¡k¡1, and its
non-vanishing gives the reducibility condition for power products of degree – + k.
If R–¡1 6= 0; : : : ;R1 6= 0;A0 6= 0, then all the power products of a degree • 2– ¡ 1
are reducible. As their reductions are just linear combinations of the power products of
degrees • 2– ¡ 2, the reductions for power products of degree higher than 2– ¡ 1 can
be obtained via multiplication and recursive reduction (without additional conditions).
This completes the proof for the case n1 = n2.
The case n1 < n2 is treated similarly, although the initial steps are slightly difierent.
The power products xn1 ; xn1y; xn1+1; : : : ; xn1yn2¡n1¡1; xn1+1yn2¡n1¡2; : : : ; xn2¡1 can be
successively reduced using the equations
f1 = 0; yf1 = 0; xf1 = 0; : : : ; yn2¡n1¡1f1 = 0; xyn2¡n1¡2f1 = 0; : : : ; xn2¡n1¡1f1 = 0
provided that an1;0 6= 0. As the remaining power products of degree• n2¡1 are contained
in M1, all the power products of this degree are reducible.
To reduce the power products of degree n2 not contained in M1, i.e. xn2 ; xn2¡1y; : : : ;
xn1¡1yn2¡n1+1, consider the equations
xn2¡n1f1 = 0; xn2¡n1¡1yf1 = 0; : : : ; yn2¡n1f1 = 0; f2 = 0
as a linear system. As its determinant w.r.t. these products coincides with Rn1¡1(A0), its
non-vanishment gives a condition for their reducibility. For the power products of degree
n2 + k; (k • n1 ¡ 1) one will obtain the condition Rn1¡k¡1 6= 0 as the one imposed on
the determinant of the equations
xn2¡n1+kf1 = 0; xn2¡n1+k¡1yf1 = 0; : : : ; yn2¡n1+kf1 = 0;
ykf2 = 0; xyk¡1f2 = 0; : : : ; xkf2 = 0
considered as a linear system w.r.t. xn2+k; xn2+k¡1y; : : : ; xn1¡k¡1yn2¡n1+2k+1. The pro-
cedure terminates in exactly the same manner as for the case n1 = n2. This completes
the proof of the part (1).
We do not give here the proof of the part (2) as the one we possess is too complicated
and beyond the ideology of the present paper. We refer to Uteshev and Cherkasov (1996,
1998) for an idea.2
Let us now modify the conditions of Theorem 5.1 for the case when the monomial set
is given by (4.1). The statements will be similar, with the only difierence that instead of
the subresultant Rk(A0) one has to take the following minor
R⁄k(A0) := U
µ
1 2 : : : k n1 + n2 ¡ k + 1 n1 + n2 ¡ k + 2 : : : n1 + n2
1 2 : : : k n2 + 1 n2 + 2 : : : n2 + k
¶
(5.33)
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of the determinant (5.28) (here the upper (lower) indices give the numbers of rows
(columns) to be deleted from (5.28)). For the case n1 = n2 = 3, these minors will be:
R⁄2(A0) :=
flflflfl a30 a03b30 b03
flflflfl and R⁄1(A0) :=
flflflflflflflfl
a30 a21 a03 0
0 a30 a12 a03
0 b30 b12 b03
b30 b21 b03 0
flflflflflflflfl : (5.34)
So, the bivariate reducibility conditions are formulated in terms of A0 and its non-zero
minors. As for the case A0 6= 0 a sequence of its non-zero minors with decreasing orders
always exists, it is always possible to choose the set of N = n1n2 power products w.r.t.
which any polynomial g(x; y) is reducible. The condition A0 6= 0 turns out to be the key
one; one may notice that the problem of the bivariate resultant construction is reduced,
via this condition, to the univariate one considered in Section 3. Even conditions (5.29)
can be expressed in terms of the minors of matrix B from that section! This idea will
be extended later to the trivariate case, but we will flrst examine how it is possible to
modify the reduction algorithm to make it applicable for the case A0 = 0.
solution of example 5.4
To handle this case, let us use the following trick. By Theorem 3.1, it is possible to
flnd a non-trivial linear representation for the resultant A0:
R(z22 ¡ 4z2 + 3; z22 ¡ z2 ¡ 6) · (¡z2 ¡ 2)(z22 ¡ 4z2 + 3)
+(z2 ¡ 1)(z22 ¡ z2 ¡ 6);
where it follows that the linear combination
(¡y ¡ 2z)f1 + (y ¡ z)f2 = (¡2x¡ 3)y2 ¡ yz + (5x+ 1)z2
+(x2 + x+ 4)y + (¡4x2 ¡ 4x+ 2)z (5.35)
does not contain the terms with y and z of degree higher than 2. Thus, the three relations
f1 = 0; f2 = 0 and (5.35) compose the linear system w.r.t. the power products y2; yz; z2:
y2 ¡ 4yz + 3z2 = f1 + (¡x¡ 2)y + (2x+ 1)z + (¡x2 ¡ x+ 2);
y2 ¡ yz ¡ 6z2 = f2 + (x+ 1)y + (x¡ 1)z + (¡2x2 ¡ 2x¡ 2);
(¡2x¡ 3)y2 ¡ yz + (5x+ 1)z2 = (¡y ¡ 2z)f1 + (y ¡ z)f2
+(x2 + x+ 4)y + (¡4x2 ¡ 4x+ 2)z:
The determinant of this system depends on x:
A⁄(x) := ¡3(13x+ 29) (5.36)
and provided that A⁄(x) 6= 0, one may express y2; yz; z2 as the linear combinations of
the power products from M⁄ = f1; y; zg:
y2 = ¡ 1
A⁄(x)
([(27y + 54z + 5x+ 7)f1 + (¡27y + 27z ¡ 20x¡ 1)f2]
+(2x2 ¡ 11x+ 93)y + (¡118x2 ¡ 70x+ 62)z + (35x3 + 30x2 + 45x+ 16));
yz = : : : ; z2 = ¢ ¢ ¢ :
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The further procedure is standard: we reduce y2z; yz2; : : : and then g; yg; zg:
g =
•
¡1
3
f1 ¡ 23f2
‚
+
µ
¡7
3
x+ 3
¶
y +
µ
¡10
3
x¡ 8
3
¶
z +
µ
8
3
x2 +
11
3
x¡ 1
3
¶
; (5.37)
yg = ¡ 1
3A⁄(x)
([: : :] + (248x3 + 990x2 ¡ 584x+ 270)y +
+(1436x3 + 676x2 ¡ 566x+ 470)z + (¡535x4 ¡ 787x3 ¡ 1023x2 + 73x+ 256));
zg = ¢ ¢ ¢ :
Placing the coe–cients of f1; y; zg into the 3£ 3 matrix, we obtain:
det B⁄ =
2277x7 + 3873x6 ¡ 2752x5 + 4810x4 + 2521x3 ¡ 4407x2 ¡ 2406x¡ 3916
9(13x+ 29)
:
(5.38)
The numerator gives the true eliminant X (x); the B¶ezout equality for it (if necessary)
can be obtained using the polynomials in brackets from (5.37) in a manner similar to
that used in Example 5.1.
What is the sense of A⁄(x) appearing in this example? To clarify this, let us form the
resultant of f1 and f2 eliminating either of the variables y or z:
Ry(f1; f2) = 3(13x+ 29)z3 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ; Rz(f1; f2) = 9(13x+ 29)y3 + ¢ ¢ ¢ :
Here, dots mean the terms of degree less than 3 in z or y, respectively. Thus, A⁄ is
the leading coe–cient of both eliminants and therefore it is responsible for the number
of (flnite) zeroes of the system f1 = 0; f2 = 0 (it was exactly this situation that was
mentioned at the end of Section 2). When A⁄ = 0, the number of zeroes of the system
f1 = 0; f2 = 0 decreases to 2, and the set M should lose one more power product.
Example 5.5. Find the eliminant in x for the system f1 = 0; f2 = 0; g = 0, where f1
and f2 are the same as in (5:9), while
g := x2 ¡ 2xy ¡ y2 ¡ 2xz + 2yz + 3z2 + 2x+ 3y ¡ 3z + " = 0:
Here, " is a parameter value satisfying the equation
257049"2 + 283326979"+ 427778304 = 0:
The solution for this example proceeds similarly as for the previous one. For an arbi-
trary " one obtains
det B⁄ =
1
9(13x+ 29)
f2277x7 + 3873x6 + (2143"¡ 609)x5 + (11021"+ 15831)x4
+(1459"2 + 1773"+ 2835)x3 + (3421"2 + 3523"¡ 4305)x2
+(117"3 + 668"2 + 2315"¡ 642)x+ 261"3 + 794"2 ¡ 2337"¡ 6786g;
but for the parameter value specifled the fraction will be reduced by the factor (13x+29)
(as it will appear in the numerator). An additional check shows that a zero of the system
corresponding to x = ¡29=13 exists; however, it will be lost in the expression for det B⁄.
In other words, to modify the suggested reduction algorithm, one has to check every
\suspicious" value of a parameter, i.e. any one nullifying the denominator. The expression
for the specifled Poisson product cannot be obtained from the generic case by analytical
continuation.
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Of course, the arguments used in the solutions of Examples 5.4 and 5.5 are just spec-
ulations. A separate investigation should be carried out in order to make them reliable.
We will treat once again the case of violation of conditions (5.29) in Section 7, by means
of the Gro˜bner basis technique.
Remark. One may establish the relationship similar to (3.10) from the univariate case:
between the matrix B given by (4.7) and the block Hankel matrices C and D from the
x4 of the paper (Uteshev and Cherkasov, 1998). This allows one to use the minors of the
matrix B constructed for g(x; y) = (x¡ t)(y¡u)J (x; y) for the zero localization problem
in R2 (Bikker and Uteshev, 1999). We intend to discuss this matter in subsequent papers
as the present one is already too long.
5.2. the trivariate case
The approach here is similar to that considered in the previous subsection, though
some essential difierences appear. We will sketch this case only for n1 = n2 = n3 = –.
Let us again begin with an example. Let – = 2, then the set (4.1) is given by
M = f1; x; y; z; xy; xz; yz; xyzg: (5.39)
Consider the leading forms in the expansions of fj :
f1 := a200x2 + a110xy + a101xz + a020y2 + a011yz + a002z2 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
f2 := b200x2 + b110xy + b101xz + b020y2 + b011yz + b002z2 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ; (5.40)
f3 := c200x2 + c110xy + c101xz + c020y2 + c011yz + c002z2 + ¢ ¢ ¢ :
Here, dots and underlined summands mean, as usual, that the terms are reducible w.r.t.
M. Consider the equations f1 = 0; f2 = 0; f3 = 0 as a linear system w.r.t. x2; y2 and z2.
If the condition flflflflflfl
a200 a020 a002
b200 b020 b002
c200 c020 c002
flflflflflfl 6= 0 (5.41)
is fulfllled, then it is possible to resolve this system and obtain the reductions
x2 !M A110xy +A101xz +A011yz + ¢ ¢ ¢ ; (5.42)
y2 !M B110xy +B101xz +B011yz + ¢ ¢ ¢ ; (5.43)
z2 !M C110xy + C101xz + C011yz + ¢ ¢ ¢ : (5.44)
Multiply (5.42) by y and z, (5.43) by x and z, (5.44) by x and y, respectively, and replace
afterwards x2; y2 and z2 on the right-hand sides by formulae (5.42){(5.44):
x2y!M A110xy2 +A101xyz +A011y2z + ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
x2z!M A110xyz +A101xz2 +A011yz2 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
xy2 !M B110x2y +B101x2z +B011xyz + ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
xz2 !M C110x2y + C101x2z + C011xyz + ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
y2z!M B110xyz +B101xz2 +B011yz2 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
yz2 !M C110xy2 + C101xyz + C011y2z + ¢ ¢ ¢ :
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Consider these relations as a linear system w.r.t. x2y; x2z; xy2; xz2; y2z; yz2. This system
is solvable if the conditionflflflflflflflflflflflfl
1 0 ¡A110 0 ¡A011 0
0 1 0 ¡A101 0 ¡A011
¡B110 ¡B101 1 0 0 0
¡C110 ¡C101 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 ¡B101 1 ¡B011
0 0 ¡C110 0 ¡C011 1
flflflflflflflflflflflfl
6= 0 (5.45)
is fulfllled. Assuming this, one obtains the reductions of the power products mentioned,
in particular:
x2y!MDxyz + ¢ ¢ ¢x2z !M Exyz + ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
xy2!MFxyz + ¢ ¢ ¢ ; xz2 !M Hxyz + ¢ ¢ ¢ : (5.46)
One can also flnd the reductions for x3 by multiplying (5.42) by x and substituting
afterwards formulae (5.46). Similarly for y3 and z3. Thus, all the monomials of degree 3
are reducible.
To obtain the reductions for the monomials of degree 4, one has to multiply the third
reduction of (5.46) by z and the last by y
xy2z!MFxyz2 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
xyz2!MHxy2z + ¢ ¢ ¢ : (5.47)
From these relations one can flnd the reduction for the power products xy2z; xyz2 pro-
vided that flflflfl 1 ¡F¡H 1
flflflfl 6= 0: (5.48)
With the help of these reductions, one can always obtain reduction for any other mono-
mial of degree 4. For instance, to obtain the reduction for x3y, multiply the flrst reduction
from (5.46) by x and recursively apply the reduction formulae already deduced:
x3y ! Dx2yz + ¢ ¢ ¢ ! DExy2z + ¢ ¢ ¢ !M DE(xy2z)red + ¢ ¢ ¢ :
As the reductions contain only the terms of degree not higher than 3, any monomial of
degree higher than 4 will then be reducible w.r.t. M.
For the general case the procedure is similar.
The Trivariate Reduction Algorithm for power products of flxed degree can be per-
formed by solving the succession of linear systems with the coe–cients rationally depen-
dent on those of the leading forms f1n1 ; f2n2 and f3n3 . The process can be formalized by
the following diagram which applies to the case n1 = n2 = n3 = –
f1 = 0
f2 = 0
f3 = 0
=)
*8<:x
–
y–
z–
9=;
3
,!
8<:x
–y; x–z
xy–; y–z
xz–; yz–
9=;
6
,!
8<:x
–y2; x–yz; x–z2
y–x2; y–xz; y–z2
z–x2; z–xy; z–y2
9=;
9
,! ¢ ¢ ¢ ,!
8<:x
–y–¡1; x–y–¡2z; : : : ; x–z–¡1
y–x–¡1; y–x–¡2z; : : : ; y–z–¡1
z–x–¡1; z–x–¡2y; : : : ; z–y–¡1
9=;
3–
+
,!
*‰
y–x–¡1z; y–x–¡2z2; : : : ; y–xz–¡1
z–x–¡1y; z–x–¡2y2; : : : ; z–xy–¡1
¾
2(–¡1)
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,!
‰
y–x–¡1z2; y–x–¡2z3; : : : ; y–x2z–¡1
z–x–¡1y2; z–x–¡2y3; : : : ; z–x2y–¡1
¾
2(–¡2)
,! ¢ ¢ ¢ ,!
‰
x–¡1y–z–¡1
x–¡1y–¡1z–
¾
2
+
: (5.49)
Here, f g means a linear system w.r.t. the power products included (the subscript indi-
cates the total number of them). These systems are collected into two cascades denoted
via h i. Sign ,! denotes multiplication of the reductions obtained on the previous step
by x, y, or z if the system belongs to the flrst cascade and by y or z if it belongs to the
second one.
Theorem 5.2. If the power products of degree –+K are reducible and the linear system
w.r.t. indicated power products of degree –+K+1 is consistent, then all the monomials of
degree –+K+1 are reducible. For total reducibility it is su–cient that 2–¡1 determinants
are non-zero.
Proof. Under the condition of the theorem any power product „(x; y; z);deg „ = – +
K; (K < – ¡ 1) is reducible, in particular those contained in the Kth system:
x–yk2zk3 !M PK2+K3=K+1
Kj<–
AK2K3x
–¡1yK2zK3 +
P
L1+L3=K+1
Lj<–
BL1L3x
L1y–¡1zL3
+
P
M1+M2=K+1
Mj<–
CM1M2x
M1yM2z–¡1 +
P
p1+p2+p3=K+1
pj<–¡1
Dp1p2p3x
p1yp2zp3 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
where dots mean the terms of degree • – + K and k2 + k3 = K; kj < – ¡ 1. On
multiplying this reduction by y or by z, and recursively applying the reduction formulae
deduced earlier, we obtain a linear relationship connecting the power products of degree
– + K + 1 all of which are either contained in M or in the (K + 1)th system of the
diagram. Other relations can be obtained on multiplying the reductions for x‘1y–z‘3 ,
(‘1 +‘3 = K; ‘j < –¡1) by x or z, and for xm1ym2z–, (m1 +m2 = K;mj < –¡1) by x or
y. Because of the assumption, the obtained linear relationships are resolvable w.r.t. the
power products of the (K+1)th system of the diagram. With the aid of their reductions,
one may recursively reduce any power product of degree – +K + 1 via multiplication of
the corresponding power product of degree – +K by x, or by y, or by z.
When the algorithm comes to the power products of degree 2– ¡ 1, i.e. to the last
system of the flrst cascade, the multiplication procedure changes. Let any power product
of this degree be reducible. Consider the reductions
x‘1y–z‘3 !M
X
K2+K3=–
Kj<–
eAK2K3x–¡1yK2zK3
+
X
L1+L3=–
Lj<–
eBL1L3xL1y–¡1zL3
+
X
M1+M2=–
Mj<–
eCM1M2xM1yM2z–¡1
+
X
p1+p2+p3=2–¡1
pj<–¡1
eDp1p2p3xp1yp2zp3 + ¢ ¢ ¢ (5.50)
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for ‘1+‘3 = –¡1; ‘j < –¡1. Multiplying these by z and recursively applying the reduction
formulae deduced earlier, we obtain linear relationships connecting the power products of
degree 2– all of which are either contained in M or in the (–+1)th system of the diagram.
Similar relations can be obtained on multiplying the reductions for xm1ym2z–; (m1 +
m2 = – ¡ 1;mj < – ¡ 1) by y. If these relations are resolvable w.r.t. power products of
the system, then any power product of the type xp1yp2zp3 ; p1 + p2 + p3 = 2–; p1 < – can
be reduced on multiplying the reductions for the power products of the lower degree by
y or z. For p1 ‚ –, one should use the successive reduction; for instance, multiply (5.50)
by x:
x‘1+1y–z‘3 !
X
K2+K3=–
Kj<–
eAK2K3x–yK2zK3 + ¢ ¢ ¢
!
X
K2+K3=–
Kj<–
eAK2K3(x–yK2¡1zK3)red £ y + ¢ ¢ ¢ ! : : : :
As we have assumed that any power product of degree 2– ¡ 1 is reducible and multipli-
cation of its reduction by y gives also only reducible terms, then every power product of
degree 2– is reducible. The procedure goes further in a similar way and terminates when
we either meat the degenerate linear system or reach the degree 3–¡2. In the latter case,
any power product of degree greater than 3–¡2 will be reducible because the reductions
of the power products contain only the terms of degree • 3– ¡ 3.
One void should be fllled, however. It has to be checked that none of the determinants
vanish identically, i.e. for any choice of f1, f2 and f3. This can be easily verifled for
polynomials
f1 := x– + ¢ ¢ ¢ ; f2 := y– + ¢ ¢ ¢ ; f3 := z– + ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
where dots mean the terms of degree < –. The matrices of the constructed linear systems
turn out to be identity ones. Thus, the reduction algorithm works in principle.2
It does not work for the following
Example 5.6. For the polynomials from the system (5:9) establish the possibility of
reduction w.r.t. the set (5:39). (For the sake of coordination with the notation of the
present subsection, we will set f3(x; y; z) := g(x; y; z)).
Solution. Condition (5.41) is valid (det = ¡24 6= 0), and
x2 !M 7
8
xy +
5
4
xz + ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
y2 !M ¡3
2
xy + 3yz + ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
z2 !M ¡1
8
xy +
1
4
xz +
1
3
yz + ¢ ¢ ¢ :
However, the next step is impossible as the determinant from (5.45) vanishes. One may
try to use an alternative to the monomial system (5.39), namely M1 := f1; x; y; z; xz; yz;
z2; z3g. Generally, the set
M1 = fxpyqz‘ j 0 • p < –; 0 • q < min(–; 2(– ¡ p)¡ 1); 0 • ‘ < 3– ¡ 2(p+ q + 1)g
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plays a role similar to (5.27) in the bivariate case. The flrst of the corresponding conditions
is valid: flflflflflfl
a200 a110 a020
b200 b110 b020
c200 c110 c020
flflflflflfl = 3 6= 0:
Hence, one can obtain the reductions for the power products:
x2 !M1 3xz + 7
3
yz ¡ 7z2 + : : : ;
xy!M1 2xz + 8
3
yz ¡ 8z2 + : : : ;
y2 !M1 ¡3xz ¡ yz + 12z2 + ¢ ¢ ¢ :
Multiplying them by x,y and z, one can compose a linear system w.r.t. the power products
x2y; x2z; xy2; xyz; xz2; y2z; yz2 (this time, one has 7 power products vs. 6 from the
scheme (5.49)), with the determinant equal to ¡253=3 6= 0. So, the reduction of these
power products is possible:
x2y!M1 0z3 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ; x2z !M1 0z3 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ; xy2 !M1 0z3 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
xyz!M1 0z3 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ; xz2 !M1 0z3 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
y2z!M1 9z3 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ; yz2 !M1 3z3 + ¢ ¢ ¢ :
Multiplying the flrst and the flfth of them by z and the fourth by x one can compose
a linear system w.r.t. the power products x2yz, xz3 and z4 (this time, one has 3 power
products vs. 2 from the scheme (5.49) ). However, the determinant of this system van-
ishes.
It can be shown that none of the monomials of degree 4 can be reduced w.r.t. any set
M of lower degree power products. In fact, for the considered polynomials, the resultant
(2.3) vanishes (see (5.17)): A0 = R(f1;2(z1; z2; 1); f2;2(z1; z2; 1); f3;2(z1; z2; 1)) = 0. Thus,
the situation looks somewhat similar to the bivariate case. Unfortunately, we have not
been able to prove the following
choice conjecture
The condition A0 6= 0 is necessary and su–cient for the existence of the set M
of n1n2n3 power products in x; y and z w.r.t. which any polynomial g(x; y; z) is re-
ducible.
The main di–culty is that for the trivariate case we do not have an explicit determi-
nantal representation of A0 in terms of the coe–cients of the leading forms f1n1 ; f2n2 and
f3n3 . Therefore, we cannot carry over the proof of Theorem 5.1 to this case. The only
fact which we have established is (we formulate it again for the case n1 = n2 = n3 = –):
Theorem 5.3. The flrst – conditions of the 2– ¡ 1 mentioned in the trivariate reduc-
tion algorithm can be rewritten in terms of the nested minors of Macaulay’s matrix (see
Section 6) formed from the coe–cients of f1–, f2– and f3– for flnding the resultant
A0 = R(f1–(z1; z2; 1); f2–(z1; z2; 1); f3–(z1; z2; 1)):
The succession of their orders is:
n
3K(K+1)
2
o–
K=1
.
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Proof. This follows from a reasoning similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Assuming that any monomial of degree • –+K; (K < –¡1) is reducible w.r.t. M, let us
multiply the equations f1 = 0, f2 = 0 and f3 = 0 by all possible power products of degree
K, and use the reductions obtained on the previous steps to reduce recursively all possible
terms. In this way, we obtain the 3
¡
K+2
2
¢
linear equations connecting the
¡
–+K+2
2
¢
power
products of degree – +K. Of these,
¡
–+K+2
2
¢¡ 3¡K+22 ¢ are contained in M (see formula
(4.2)). Hence the number of the equations coincides with that of the power products to
be reduced. To resolve this system, the determinant formed by the coe–cients of these
power products should be non-zero, and this gives the Kth condition mentioned in the
theorem. So, for example, for the case – = 2, condition (5.45) can be replaced byflflflflflflflflflflflflflflflflfl
a200 a110 a101 a020 a002 0 0 0 0
0 a200 0 a110 0 a020 a011 a002 0
0 0 a200 0 a101 0 a020 a011 a002
b200 b110 b101 b020 b002 0 0 0 0
0 b200 0 b110 0 b020 b011 b002 0
0 0 b200 0 b101 0 b020 b011 b002
c200 c110 c101 c020 c002 0 0 0 0
0 c200 0 c110 0 c020 c011 c002 0
0 0 c200 0 c101 0 c020 c011 c002
flflflflflflflflflflflflflflflflfl
6= 0
(provided that condition (5.41) is valid). 2
Remark. We have not yet been able to establish a relationship between the reducibility
conditions and the constant ¤ introduced by (4.8). Macaulay claimed in Macaulay (1903)
that the structure of ¤ remains similar to (5.30); we failed to conflrm this even for the
case – = 3.
5.3. the l-variate case
For L > 3 the reduction algorithm works similar to the trivariate case:
The L-Variate Reduction Algorithm for power products of a flxed degree can be per-
formed by solving the succession of linear systems with the coe–cients rationally depen-
dent on those of the leading forms f1n1 ; : : : ; fLnL . The process can be formalized by the
following diagram which relates to the case n1 = ¢ ¢ ¢ = nL = –
f1 = 0
: : :
fL = 0
=)
* x–1„(x2; : : : ; xL)
: : :
x–L„(x1; : : : ; xL¡1)
flflflfl 0 • deg „ • – ¡ 1
+
(–)
#* x–2„(x1; x3; : : : ; xL)
: : :
x–L„(x1; : : : ; xL¡1)
flflflfl – ¡ 1 < deg „ • 2– ¡ 2
„ 2M
+
(–¡1)
#
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x–3„(x1; x2; x4; : : : ; xL)
: : :
x–L„(x1; : : : ; xL¡1)
flflflfl 2– ¡ 2 < deg „ • 3– ¡ 3
„ 2M
+
(–¡1)
#
¢ ¢ ¢
#* x–k„(x1; : : : ; xk¡1; xk+1; : : : ; xL)
: : :
x–L„(x1; : : : ; xL¡1)
flflflfl (k¡1)(–¡1) < deg „ • k(–¡1)
„ 2M
+
(–¡1)
#
¢ ¢ ¢
#¿
x–L¡1„(x1; : : : ; xL¡2; xL)
x–L„(x1; : : : ; xL¡1)
flflflfl (L¡2)(–¡1) < deg „ • (L¡1)(–¡1)„ 2M
À
(–¡1)
:
Here, h i stands for a cascade, i.e. a flnite sequence of linear systems. The subscript
denotes the number of systems. For example, the flrst of the considered cascades has the
structure:8<: x
–
1
: : :
x–L
9=;
L
,!
8<: x
–
1xj ; 1 < j • L
: : :
x–Lxj ; 1 • j < L
9=;
L(L¡1)
,!
8<: x
–
1xjxk; 1 < j; k • L
: : :
x–Lxjxk; 1 • j; k < L
9=;
L(L2)
,!
,! ¢ ¢ ¢ ,!
8<:
x–1x
j2
2 ¢ ¢ ¢xjLL ; j2 + : : :+ jL = – ¡ 1
: : :
xj11 : : : x
jL¡1
n¡1 x
–
L; j1 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ jL¡1 = – ¡ 1
9=;
L(L+–¡3–¡1 )
: (5.51)
The f gmeans a linear system w.r.t. the power products included. The subscript indicates
the total number of them; for the system8<: x
–
k„(x1; : : : ; xk¡1; xk+1; : : : ; xL)
: : :
x–L„(x1; : : : ; xL¡1)
flflflflflfl
deg „ = ‘
„ 2M
9=; (5.52)
it equals
(L¡k+1)
•µ
L+ ‘¡ 2
n¡ 2
¶
¡
µ
L¡ 1
1
¶µ
L+ ‘¡ 2¡ –
L¡ 2
¶
+
µ
L¡ 1
2
¶µ
L+ ‘¡ 2¡ 2–
L¡ 2
¶
¡ ¢ ¢ ¢
‚
(see formula (4.2)). The last system of the diagram contains only two power products:
x–¡11 ¢ ¢ ¢x–¡1L¡2x–L¡1x–¡1L and x–¡11 ¢ ¢ ¢x–¡1L¡2x–¡1L¡1x–L:
If the power products of degree – + ‘ ¡ 1 are reducible and the linear system w.r.t. the
indicated power products of degree – + ‘ is consistent, then all the monomials of degree
–+‘ are reducible (with some of them just contained inM). The transfer from the system
(5.52) to the next one in the sequence (denoted by ,!) is performed via multiplication
of the reductions obtained in the previous step by any of xk; : : : ; xL if the new system is
contained in the same cascade, and by any of xk+1; : : : ; xL if it happens to be the flrst
in the next cascade.
Therefore, for total reducibility it is su–cient to have (L ¡ 1)(– ¡ 1) + 1 conditions
fulfllled. As in Theorem 5.3, it can be proved that the flrst – of them given by the sequence
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(5.51) can be reformulated in terms of the nested minors of the Macaulay matrix formed
for flnding the resultant A0 introduced in (2.3) (see the next section).
6. B¶ezout’s Method vs. Macaulay’s
B¶ezout’s method for computing the multivariate resultant has a close relationship with
that treated in the book by Macaulay (1916). Both are based on replacement of a given
non-linear polynomial system by a linear one w.r.t. the power products considered as
separate variables.
We flrst recall Macaulay’s deflnition of the resultant for generic polynomials. Let
M;M1; : : : ;ML;M be flnite subsets of the set of all the power products in x1; : : : ; xL
such that for every ¿ 2Mj (or ¿ 2M), polynomial ¿ ¢ fj (or ¿ ¢ g) belongs to the linear
subspace of K[X] spanned on M. In other words, every polynomial ¿ ¢ fj (or ¿ ¢ g) is a
linear combination of the elements of M ordered somehow. From the coe–cient vectors
of all these polynomials compose a coe–cient matrix which will be denoted as0BB@
M1f1
...
MLfL
Mg
1CCA : (6.1)
Let nM := n1 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ nL +m¡ L. The resultant R(f1; : : : ; fL; g) is deflned than as the
gcd of all the minors order
¡
nM
L
¢
of the matrix (6.1) constructed for the choice
M = f¿(X) j deg ¿ • nMg;
Mj := f¿(X) j deg ¿ • nM ¡ njg; (j = 1; : : : ; L): (6.2)
M = f¿(X) j deg ¿ • nM ¡mg
The algorithm above, while possible in theory, is impractical. In order to make it
constructive, Macaulay suggested to choose the minor of matrix (6.1) corresponding to
the following sequence of the sets:
M1 := f¿(X) j deg ¿(X) • nM ¡ n1g;
Mj := f¿(X) = xp11 ¢ ¢ ¢xpLL j deg ¿(X) • nM ¡ nj ; p1 < n1; : : : ; pj¡1 < nj¡1g
for j = 2; : : : ; L; and M is deflned by (4.1). (The corresponding coe–cient matrix will be
a square one of the order
¡
nM
L
¢
: this fact follows from Theorem 4.1). This minor difiers
from the resultant only by an extraneous factor A⁄, which is polynomially dependent
on the coe–cients of the leading forms fjnj (X) of the polynomials f1; : : : ; fL only (and
independent of the coe–cients of g(X)). Formally, the coe–cient matrix (6.1) represents
an analogue of equality (4.10):
P1(X)f1(X) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ PL(X)fL(X) +Q(X)g(X) = A⁄RX(f1; : : : ; fL; g):
Thus, for example, for the bivariate case (x1 = x; x2 = y) when n1 = n2 = m = –, one
obtains:
M = f¿(x; y) j deg ¿ • 3– ¡ 2g(3–2 );
M1 = f¿(x; y) j deg ¿ • 2– ¡ 2g(2–2 );
M2 = f¿(x; y) = xpyq j deg ¿ • 2– ¡ 2; p < –g(2–2 )¡(–2);
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M = M = f¿(x; y) = xpyq j deg ¿ • 2– ¡ 2; p < –; q < –g–2
(the subscript denotes the number of power products in the considered set).
The B¶ezout method can be treated in exactly the same manner, however the coe–cient
matrix construction is difierent. For the example above one has to choose:
M1 = M2 = f¿(x; y) = xpyq j deg ¿ • 2– ¡ 2; p < –g(2–2 )¡(–2);
M = f¿(x; y) = xpyq j deg ¿ • 3– ¡ 2; p < 2–g(3–2 )¡(–2);
while the set M remains the same. The coe–cient matrix is now of order
¡
3–
2
¢¡ ¡–2¢ and
thus smaller than in Macaulay’s method. In addition, the coe–cients of f1 and f2 taken
as the entries of the matrix possess now \equal rights", i.e. the matrix has the same
number of rows containing them (Macaulay’s one has the predominance of those of f1).
However, this time the \equal rights" of the variables x and y are lost. (The procedure
was outlined in Example 5.1, where we were looking for a solution of the B¶ezout identity
(4.10): P1f1 + P2f2 + Qg · Rgx;y(f1; f2). For the sake of coordination with the scheme
above one has to replace there x by y).
The reduction algorithm outlined in Section 5 can be interpreted as a procedure of
triangularization of the coe–cient matrix0@ • M2 f1M2 f2
‚
M g
1A (6.3)
if we flrst manipulate with the rows corresponding to its [ ]-part. Let us make the total
degree reverse lexicographic ordering of the power products from the set M. Then the
reduction algorithm will lead us to the formulae which can be represented in matrix form
as
MnMz }| { Mz }| {2666664
? O ⁄ : : : ⁄
? ⁄ : : : ⁄
. . .
...
...
? ⁄ : : : ⁄
O ? ⁄ : : : ⁄
3777775
(6.4)
and, thus, it is nothing more than an optimally performed Gaussian elimination for a
sparse matrix of a special structure. Evidently, the reducibility conditions mentioned
in Section 5 are equivalent to the non-vanishing of the diagonal elements on the left-
hand part of (6.4) (marked with ?). If these conditions are satisfled, then we may use
the reduction formulae to reduce the polynomials ¿(X) ¢ g(X) for ¿ 2 M. In terms of
matrices, this means just elimination in the (M g)-part of matrix (6.3), the entries from
the columns not corresponding to the set M. The result is as follows:µ
D ⁄
O B
¶
; (6.5)
where B is the B¶ezout matrix, and D is a diagonal one.
Similar algorithms can be applied to the Macaulay matrix too, though for this case we
do not have a computationally efiective procedure to flnd the representation (6.4).
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7. Application of the Gro˜bner Bases Technique
In Sections 4{6 we dealt with mainly the generic case and have met the di–culties
extending it to the general case, where the coe–cients of the considered polynomials
are algebraically dependent. The Gro˜bner basis approach will help us to overcome these
di–culties and to complete our investigation of the method. On the other hand, the ideas
underlying the B¶ezout method can increase the efiectivity of the Gro˜bner basis techniques
in applicaton to the polynomial system solving. For comprehensive introductions to the
Gro˜bner basis theory we refer to (Buchberger, 1985) and Becker and Weispfenning (1993).
7.1. extension of the B¶ezout method to the general case
Let I(f1(X); : : : ; fL(X)) be the ideal generated by f1; : : : ; fL over K[X]. Compute
a Gro˜bner basis GB(I) of this ideal w.r.t. a monomial ordering on x1; : : : ; xL. As the
following results are not dependent on the choice of the monomial ordering, in practice a
total degree ordering has preference over a lexicographic ordering: the basis f1; : : : ; fL is
usually \closest" to the Gro˜bner basis w.r.t. a total degree ordering and, therefore, takes
less time to compute.
We denote by Init(GB) the set of all the leading power products of the polynomials
from GB(I). Let us take the set
M = f„(X) = xp11 ¢ ¢ ¢xpLL j „(X) is not a multiple of any power product from Init(GB)g
(7.1)
as a basis for the vector space K[X]=I (the residue class ring modulo I). We will assume
this set to be flnite and to contain N⁄ > 1 elements:
M = f„1(X) · 1; : : : ; „N⁄(X)g:
Then N⁄ is the number of common zeroes ⁄j of f1; : : : ; fL, counting multiplicities (Cox
et al., 1992).
For any h(X) 2 K[X], we can compute its normal form with respect to I, using GB,
i.e. the unique polynomial hred(X) 2 K[X] with all its power products in M, for which
h(X)¡ hred(X) 2 I. Evidently hred(⁄j) = h(⁄j).
Let us introduce the B¶ezout matrix as in (4.6). If
(„k(X)g(X))red = bk1„1(X) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ bkN⁄„N⁄(X) (k = 1; : : : ; N⁄);
then the N⁄ £N⁄ matrix
B := [bkj ]N
⁄
k;j=1 (7.2)
with entries in K represents the linear mapping of K[X]=I:
hred(X) 7! (h(X) ¢ g(X))red; h(X) 2 K[X]: (7.3)
Therefore, one has
B
0B@ „1...
„N⁄
1CA =
0B@ („1g)red...
(„N⁄g)red
1CA : (7.4)
Further arguments are essentially the same as those in Section 4. Similar to (4.6) we
obtain down
BV = V diag(g(⁄1); : : : ; g(⁄N⁄)); where V = [„j(⁄‘)]N
⁄
j;‘=1 (7.5)
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is what we will call the generalized Vandermonde matrix. Recalling the deflnition of the
Poisson product (2.10), one obtains for matrix (7.2):
det B = RgX(f1; : : : ; fL) (7.6)
provided that V is non-singular.
We can now compare this approach with that outlined in Section 4. It can be easily
noticed that the deflnition of the normal form is equivalent to the notion of reducedness
introduced in that section. The essential difierence is that, in Section 4, we have a priori
forseen the structure for the basis for K[X]=I: it has been assumed to be flnite and to
coincide with the set (4.1). This assumption is justifled by the constructivity of its verifl-
cation: the validity is established not via a whole set of the coe–cients of the polynomials
but via its subset of those of leading forms. For example, the most important condition
for reducibility w.r.t. the set (4.1) is that
A0 := R(f1n1(z1; : : : ; zL¡1; 1); : : : ; fLnL(z1; : : : ; zL¡1; 1)) 6= 0:
In terms of ideal theory, it is equivalent to
I(f1n1(z1; : : : ; zL¡1; 1); : : : ; fLnL(z1; : : : ; zL¡1; 1)) 3 1;
thus, the number of variables decreases. For the generic polynomials f1; : : : ; fL this con-
dition, along with the others necessary for the reduction process (see Section 5), is valid,
and, therefore, the B¶ezout matrix (4.7) can be constructed. Vanishing of its determinant
is then equivalent to
g(X) 2 I(f1(X); : : : ; fL(X)):
Let us now come back to equality (7.5) and investigate the condition detV 6= 0.
Evidently, it does not hold if there exists a multiple zero for f1; : : : ; fL.
Theorem 7.1. If I is a radical ideal, then detV 6= 0.
Proof. If V is singular, then there exists a linear dependency between the rows of
V . This gives a non-zero polynomial h(X) 2 K[X] with power products among „1; „2,
: : : ; „N⁄ which vanishes at all the ⁄1; : : : ;⁄N⁄ . Therefore, h(X) belongs to the radical
ideal of I but, as I is a radical one itself, h(X) 2 I. Thus the normal form of h(X) is
identically zero, which contradicts the linear independency of the set (7.1).2
To extend Theorem 4.2 to any zero-dimensional ideal I (not necessarily radical) we
will need the following result (Scheja and Storch, 1988):
Theorem 7.2. (Stickelberger) For any zero-dimensional ideal I there exists a basis
for the vector space K[X]=I in which the matrix of the linear mapping (7:3) takes the
following block-diagonal form0@U1 O. . .
O UN 0
1A ; where Uj =
0BB@
g(⁄j) ⁄ : : : ⁄
0 g(⁄j) : : : ⁄
. . .
0 0 : : : g(⁄j)
1CCA
‘j£‘j
: (7.7)
Here, f⁄1; : : : ;⁄N 0g is the set of all the distinct zeroes of f1; : : : ; fL, and ‘j stands for
the multiplicity of ⁄j.
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Theorem 7.3. Formula (7:6) will be true for any basis (7:1). One also has RgX 2 K.
Proof. By Theorem 7.2, there exists a non-singular matrix P such that matrix P¡1¢B¢P
has the form (7.7). It is evident that det B coincides with the Poisson product:
det B = detU1 : : :detUN 0 =
N 0Y
j=1
g(⁄j)‘j = RgX(f1; : : : ; fL):2
Corollary 7.1. The spectrum of the B¶ezout matrix consists of the numbers g(⁄j)
(taken ‘j times). The associated eigenvectors coincide with the columns of the gener-
alized Vandermonde matrix.
Thus formula (4.14) was nothing more than an algorithm to flnd an eigenvector asso-
ciated with the zero eigenvalue of the B¶ezout matrix.
Remark. Unfortunately Theorem 7.2 does not help in checking the Rank Conjecture
formulated in Section 4 as it does not give a structure for the entries of the matrix Uj
from (7.7) above the leading diagonal. This conjecture can be reformulated in terms of
the dependency of the Jordan canonical form for matrix B on the multiplicity of ⁄j as
a zero for g(X).
Example 7.1. Find the Poisson product Rgx;y(f1; f2) for
f1 = x2 ¡ 14xy + 12y2 + 9x¡ 18y + 6;
f2 = ¡9x2 + 5xy + 2y2 + 7x¡ 14y + 12;
g = "x¡ y:
Solution. Construct flrst a Gro˜bner basis for the ideal I(f1(x; y); f2(x; y)), e.g. for the
total degree monomial ordering x ´ y:
f11xy¡10y2¡8x+16y¡6; ¡11x2 +8y2 +13x¡26y+18; ¡22y3 +50y2 +7x¡3y¡25g:
The leading power products are xy; x2; y3, respectively, hence one may choose M =
f1; x; y; y2g. Polynomials f1 and f2 have 4 common zeroes. The determinant of the B¶ezout
matrix8><>:
g
xg
yg
y2g
0B@
0 " ¡1 0
(18"¡ 6)=11 (13"¡ 8)=11 (¡26"+ 16)=11 (8"¡ 10)=11
6"=11 8"=11 ¡16"=11 (10"¡ 11)=11
(¡14"+ 25)=22 (18"¡ 7)=22 (¡14"+ 3)=22 (28"¡ 50)=22
1CA
equals 1=2("¡ 2)(2"¡ 1)2.
Note that for the example just described, the resultant (2.8) difiers from the Poisson
product (2.10) by a constant factor because f1 and f2 are independent of " and, therefore,
A0 is a constant. In the next subsections, we will treat the case where the parameters
contained in polynomials afiect the number A0, and thus may alter the order of B¶ezout’s
matrix.
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7.2. computation of an eliminant
Let us apply the algorithm described in the previous subsection to flnd an eliminant
for the system (2.4), e.g. the polynomial (2.6) as the Poisson product
XL(xL) = RfLx1;:::;xL¡1(f1; : : : ; fL¡1): (7.8)
In the generic case the number of zeroes for the system
f1(X) = 0; : : : ; fL¡1(X) = 0
considered w.r.t. the variables x1; : : : ; xL¡1 is independent of xL as
A0 := R(f1;n1(z1; : : : ; zL¡2; 1; 0); : : : ; fL¡1;nL¡1(z1; : : : ; zL¡2; 1; 0)) 6= 0:
Let us consider the exceptional case when the last condition fails.
Example 7.2. Find the eliminant in x for the system (5:9).
Solution. For the ideal I(f1(x; y; z); f2(x; y; z)) over K = Q(x) the Gro˜bner basis com-
puted w.r.t. the total degree ordering y ´ z will depend on x
GBx6=¡29=13 =
8<: (39x+ 87)y
2 + (118x2 + 70x¡ 62)z + : : : ;
(39x+ 87)yz + (61x2 + 76x¡ 11)z + : : : ;
(39x+ 87)z2 + (16x2 + 7x¡ 23)z + : : :
9=;
and GBx=¡29=13 = f1014z2 ¡ 37297z ¡ 33573; 247y ¡ 715z ¡ 627g; the latter cannot be
obtained via any specialization of the former. The algorithm from the previous subsection
splits as the number N⁄ of the zeroes for the system f1 = 0; f2 = 0 is x-dependent:
M =
‰ f1; y; zg for x 6= ¡29=13;
f1; zg for x = ¡29=13. ; N
⁄ =
‰
3 for x 6= ¡29=13;
2 for x = ¡29=13.
For x 6= ¡29=13, the normal forms of g; g ¢y; g ¢z and the determinant of the 3£3 B¶ezout
matrix were computed in Section 5. For x = ¡29=13, the corresponding 2 £ 2 B¶ezout
matrix has the determinant 144708374=257049 6= 0. Thus, the numerator of the fraction
(5.38) is the true eliminant for the system.
Example 5.5 shows that one cannot ignore exceptional cases, even if it is possible to
extend analytically the general expression for det B: it may cause the loss of a zero.
In the Gro˜bner basis theory, the following result is usually utilized as a foundation for
solving the system (2.4) (Gianni et al., 1988; Kobayashi et al., 1988):
Theorem 7.4. (Shape Lemma) For the radical zero-dimensional ideal I in general po-
sition the Gro˜bner basis w.r.t. the lexicographic ordering x1 ´ ¢ ¢ ¢ ´ xL has the following
structure:
GB(I) = fx1 ¡ F1(xL); x2 ¡ F2(xL); : : : ; xL¡1 ¡ FL¡1(xL); FL(xL)g; (7.9)
where fF1; : : : ; FLg ‰ K[xL], degFj < degFL; (j = 1; : : : ; L¡ 1).
The words \general position" are clear from the structure of (7.9): the system (2.4)
should not have zeroes with equal last components.
Although the Shape Lemma is a perfect theoretical result for investigation of the
set of zeroes of I, its utility is restricted by a necessity of having the Gro˜bner basis
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constructed w.r.t. the lexicographic ordering; often that is not a simple task. So, in recent
publications (Auzinger and Stetter, 1988; Yokoyama et al., 1992; Emiris and Rege, 1994)
an approach was suggested consisting of replacing the computations of Gro˜bner bases
w.r.t. lexicographic ordering with that under the total degree. The underlying ideas were
similar to that from the previous subsection (though the relationship to the B¶ezout
method was not mentioned). The eliminant was taken to be equal to
U(xL) = Ru¡xLX (f1; : : : ; fL¡1; fL)ju=xL : (7.10)
Here, the notation ju=xL means that we substitute u = xL after computing the Poisson
product. Expression (7.10) also contains information about multiplicity ‘j of a zero ⁄j :
this zero brings the factor (xL ¡ ‚Lj)‘j into U(xL). We will refer to (7.10) as the true
eliminant.
The advantage of using (7.8) over (7.10) is evident: the number of variables and poly-
nomials used in the Gro˜bner basis computation decreases by 1. The disadvantage is also
clear: in some cases the order and the structure of the B¶ezout matrix constructed for
(7.8) might be non-continuous in the \parameter" xL.
To handle this case, we introduce a new deflnition. Let the coe–cients of f1; : : : ; fL; g
be polynomials in parameters t1; : : : ; tp (K is the quotient fleld of Q[t1; : : : ; tp]). These
parameters, while specialized (i.e. assuming some particular values), might in°uence the
performability of a Gro˜bner basis computation utilized in the previous subsection for the
B¶ezout matrix construction. Indeed, it may happen that we divide by an expression in
t1; : : : ; tp in order either to make some polynomial monic (i.e. with the leading coe–cient
equal to 1) or to divide out a common multiple in its coe–cients. Every such expression,
a polynomial in t1; : : : ; tp, will be called a suspicious factor. Its vanishing might in°uence
the Poisson product evaluation.
The set of all suspicious factors appearing in the computation of the Gro˜bner basis
GB(I) will be denoted by SF (GB). Obviously SF (GB) = ? if there are no parameters in
f1; : : : ; fL. It is easy to modify a Gro˜bner basis construction in order to gather suspicious
factors. Note that every monic h(X) 2 I (in particular, any appearing in the Gro˜bner
basis construction) can be represented as
h1(X)f1(X) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ hL(X)fL(X):
The coe–cients of h1; : : : ; hL are the rational functions in t1; : : : ; tp; their denominators
have to be treated as suspicious factors. It is evident that, provided that none of them
vanishes, the algorithm from the previous subsection works.
Example 7.3. Find all the values for the parameter u for which the polynomials
f1=y2z + 2xyu¡ 2x¡ z; f2 = 2yzu+ xu2 ¡ x¡ 2z;
f3=¡x3z + 4xy2z + 4x2yu+ 2y3u¡ 10y2 + 4xz ¡ 10yu+ 4x2 + 2;
f4=¡xz3 + 4yz2u+ 4xzu2 + 2yu3 + 4xz + 4z2 ¡ 10yu¡ 10u2 + 2
(7.11)
have a common zero.
Solution. Compute the Gro˜bner basis of I(f1; f2; f3) over K = Q(u), w.r.t. the total
degree ordering x ´ y ´ z:
Init(GB) = f2uyz; u(3u2 + 1)xy; (3u2 + 1)x2; 6(u+ 1)(u¡ 1)xz3; 3u2(3u2 + 1)y4; z5g
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provided that none of the factors from SF (GB) = fu; u¡ 1; u+ 1; u2 + 1=3g vanishes.
Thus, for this case one may choose the set (7.1): M = f1; x; y; z; xz; y2; z2; xz2; y3; z3; z4g,
and the system f1 = 0; f2 = 0; f3 = 0 (treated w.r.t. the variables x; y; z) has N⁄ = 11
zeroes. The determinant of the 11£ 11 B¶ezout matrix equals
129(u¡ 1)(u+ 1)(u2 + 1)(u4 ¡ 10u2 + 1)(u2 + 1=3)4(u2 + 3)8: (7.12)
Its roots
§i; §i
p
3; §
q
5 + 2
p
6; §
q
5¡ 2
p
6
give rise to common zeroes of (7.11). Those remaining have to be investigated separately,
as the corresponding factors are contained in SF (GB). We recompute the Poisson prod-
uct with K being the quotient fleld of Q[u]=s(u) for the suspicious factor s(u) 2 SF (GB):
for s(u) = u (u = 0), the 10£ 10 B¶ezout matrix is non-singular;
for s(u) = u2 + 1=3 (u = §i=p3), the 7£ 7 B¶ezout matrix has rank 3;
for s(u) = u§ 1 (u = §1), the B¶ezout matrix cannot be constructed as the number
of common zeroes of f1; f2 and f3 becomes inflnite.
The true eliminant computed via (7.10) equals
U(u) = (u¡ 1)9(u+ 1)9(u2 + 1)(u4 ¡ 10u2 + 1)(u2 + 1=3)8(u2 + 3)8: (7.13)
One may notice the difierence in multiplicities with (7.12).
multiplicities conjecture
Let SF be the set of suspicious factors obtained while computing a GB(I(f1; : : : ;
fL¡1)) over K(xL), and for every s(xL) 2 SF the dfc(s) stands for the deflciency index
of the B¶ezout matrix constructed for the specialization s(xL) = 0 (if this construction is
possible). Then polynomials (7.8) and (7.10) are connected by the following equality:
U(xL) =
Y
s(xL)max(mult(s);dfc(s)); (7.14)
where the product is extended to every suspicious factor from SF and every irreducible
factor of the numerator XL(xL) (with mult denoting its multiplicity).
We will call an extraneous factor a suspicious one which does not correspond to a zero
for the system (2.4). In the last example u was such a factor. The problem of eliminating
the extraneous factors is known for several methods for computing the resultant, such
as Dixon’s or Macaulay’s. The advantage of the B¶ezout method is that it provides a
constructive condition for determining whether or not the factor is extraneous (namely
it is not in the flnite set SF (GB)).
7.3. the multiparameter case
Provided that none of the suspicious factors vanishes, the Poisson product gives a
necessary and su–cient condition for the system to have a common zero. In order to know
what happens if one of the suspicious factors vanishes, we can, in the single parameter
case, recompute the Poisson product over the ground fleld K being the quotient fleld
of Q[t1]=T (t1) where T (t1) is the suspicious factor (T1 should be irreducible because
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otherwise Q[t1]=T1(t1) is not an integral domain). In this section we show the extra
complications that one is faced with in the multiparameter case.
Let K = Q(t1; : : : ; tp); p > 1 and T1(t1; : : : ; tp) be a suspicious factor obtained while
computing the Poisson product (2.10). Join this polynomial to the original ones and
compute the Poisson product
RgX;t1(f1; : : : ; fL; T1):
This gives a new necessary condition for the existence of a common zero for f1; : : : ; fL
and g | as a polynomial in t2; : : : ; tp, and, probably, a new set of suspicious factors. Let
T2(t2; : : : ; tp) be one of them. Compute the Poisson product
RgX;t1;t2(f1; : : : ; fL; T1; T2):
The procedure continues in a similar way and terminates in a flnite number of steps. Fi-
nally, the disjunction of all obtained conditions constitutes a necessary condition, which,
however, might be not su–cient.
Example 7.4. Find all the values for the parameters a; b; c for which the polynomials
f1 = 2x2 + axy + y2 + 4x+ c; f2 = ¡x2 + bxy + y2 ¡ 2x¡ 3y + 5; g = x¡ y
have a common zero.
Solution. The Gro˜bner basis computation for I(f1; f2) over Q(a; b; c) w.r.t. the total
degree ordering x ´ y furnishes:
SF (GB) = fa+ 2b;A0 := 2b2 ¡ a2 ¡ ab+ 9g; M =
‰ f1; x; y; y2g for a+ 2b 6= 0 ;
f1; x; y; xyg for a+ 2b = 0
provided that A0 6= 0. For a+ 2b 6= 0, the determinant of the B¶ezout matrix equals
’1(a; b; c)
A0 ;where ’1(a; b; c) := b
2c2+10b(¡ac¡c+8)+25(a2+ac+10a+3c+21) (7.15)
while for a+ 2b = 0 it coincides with the expression obtained from (7.15) via the special-
ization a = ¡2b.
To treat the case where A0 = 0, let us compute the Gro˜bner basis for I(f1; f2;A0)
over Q(a; c) w.r.t. the total degree ordering x ´ y ´ b, and flnd the determinant of the
B¶ezout matrix:
SF (GB) = fa2 ¡ 12g; M = f1; x; y; b; xb; ybg; Rgx;y;b(f1; f2;A0) =
’2(a; c)
a2 ¡ 12 :
Here,
’2(a; c) := [(a+ 3)(a¡ 3)2c4 + 5(2a3 + 21a2 ¡ 6a¡ 180)c3
+15(¡5a3 + 33a2 + 156a+ 120)c2 + 100(¡5a3 + 42a2 + 441a+ 954)c
+100(25a3 + 465a2 + 2427a+ 4059)]:
Next, we have to consider the case where A0 = 0; a2 ¡ 12 = 0. Compute the Gro˜bner
bases for I(f1; f2;A0; a2 ¡ 12) over Q(c) w.r.t. the total degree ordering x ´ y ´ b ´ a:
SF (GB) = fc+ 1; c+ 10; 13c2 + 116c+ 184g; M = f1; x; y; b; a; xa; xb; ya; yb; abg;
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and the Poisson product:
Rgx;y;b;a(f1; f2;A0; a2 ¡ 12) =
’3(c)
1728(13c2 + 116c+ 184)
;
where
’3(c) := (c4 + 20c3 + 460c2 + 3600c+ 8100)(c4 + 460c3 ¡ 1860c2 ¡ 70400c¡ 167900):
A flnal check shows that vanishing of any of the suspicious factors does not give rise to
a common zero.
Thus, a necessary condition for the existence of a common zero is given by
’1(a; b; c) = 0 ^ A0 6= 0; (7.16)_
’2(a; c) = 0 ^ A0 = 0 ^ a2 ¡ 12 6= 0; (7.17)_
’3(c) = 0 ^ A0 = 0 ^ a2 ¡ 12 = 0: (7.18)
It can readily be verifled that this condition is not a su–cient one. Indeed,
c4 + 20c3 + 460c2 + 3600c+ 8100 = (c2 + 10c+ 90(2 +
p
3))(c2 + 10c+ 90(2¡
p
3))
and although (7.18) is valid for triples (a; b; c) from the set(ˆ
2
p
3;
3 +
p
3
2
;¡5§
q
¡90
p
3¡ 155
!
;
ˆ
2
p
3;
3 +
p
3
2
;¡5§
q
90
p
3¡ 155
!)
a common zero exists only for the flrst specializations.
The condition ’3(c) = 0^A0 = 0^a2¡12 = 0 is not a su–cient one, because we only
know that ’3(c) = 0 is a su–cient condition to let the system f1; f2; g;A0; a2¡12 have a
common zero in x; y; a; b. Apparantly, the system f1; f2; g;A0; a2¡12 imposes conditions
on c (for instance that c can be written as rational function in b) that cannot be ignored.
It turns out that the restrictions ’2(a; c) = 0 and ’3(c) are particular cases of
’1(a; b; c) = 0
’2(a; c) · Rb(’1;A0)
a+ 3
; ’3(c) · Ra(’2; a
2 ¡ 12)
¡64 :
The condition ’2(a; c) = 0 is needed to exclude an extraneous condition a + 3 = 0:
’1(¡3; 0; c) = 0 for all c, however, the common zero exists only for c = ¡4.
A similar procedure could be designed using specialized Gro˜bner bases. Each suspi-
cious factor stands for a specialization. Again, more than one specialization step might be
needed, due to new suspicious factors that may appear during the specialized Gro˜bner ba-
sis computation. We refer to Cox et al. (1992) and Kalkbrener (1997) where the problem
of the specialized Gro˜bner basis is also discussed.
8. Examples and Comparisons
We list here a few more polynomial systems to which we apply the B¶ezout method
using the Gro˜bner basis approach from Section 7. We restrict ourselves to the problem
of the eliminant evaluation. This gives only one component of the common zeroes. We
recall that other components can be evaluated \almost gratis" with the aid of the B¶ezout
matrix minors (see the Common-Zero-Finding Algorithm from Section 4).
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We compare the timing results for the B¶ezout method with two other methods for
flnding eliminants: the FGLM method and the Gro˜bner basis w.r.t. a block-lexicographic
ordering.
Example 8.1. Find the eliminant in x5 for the cyclic 5-roots system
f1 = x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 = 0;
f2 = x1x2 + x2x3 + x3x4 + x4x5 + x5x1 = 0;
f3 = x1x2x3 + x2x3x4 + x3x4x5 + x4x5x1 + x5x1x2 = 0; (8.1)
f4 = x1x2x3x4 + x2x3x4x5 + x3x4x5x1 + x4x5x1x2 + x5x1x2x3 = 0;
f5 = x1x2x3x4x5 ¡ 1 = 0:
Computation of the GB(I(f1; : : : ; f4)) does not give suspicious factors. For any value of
x5 the system f1 = 0; : : : ; f4 = 0 has 18 zeroes. The determinant of the 18 £ 18 B¶ezout
matrix equals the true eliminant:
(x5 ¡ 1)10(x25 + 3x5 + 1)2(x45 ¡ 4x35 + 6x25 + x5 + 1)2
(x45 + x
3
5 + 6x
2
5 ¡ 4x5 + 1)2(x45 + x35 + x25 + x5 + 1)10:
Example 8.2. Find the eliminant in x5 for the modifled cyclic 5-roots system: the
polynomials f1; f2; f3; f5 are the same as in (8:1), but f4 is replaced by
f4 = x2x3x4 + x2x3x4x5 + x3x4x5x1 + x4x5x1x2 + x5x1x2x3:
Here SF (GB) = fx5; 2x5¡1g. The B¶ezout matrix is smaller (15 £ 15), but the entries
are more complicated. The determinant equals a degree 64 polynomial in x5 (the true
eliminant) divided by x55.
Example 8.3. Find the eliminant in x0 for the Katsura-L system
f1 = x0 ¡ 1 + 2
nX
j=1
xj = 0;
fk+2 = xi ¡
LX
j=¡L
xjk¡jjxjjj; (k = 0; : : : ; L¡ 1):
(8.2)
Here SF (GB) = ?. The determinant of the 2L¡1 £ 2L¡1 B¶ezout matrix is the true
eliminant of degree 2L. For example, for the system
f1 = x0 + 2x1 + 2x2 + 2x3 ¡ 1 = 0;
f2 = x0 ¡ x20 ¡ 2x23 ¡ 2x22 ¡ 2x21 = 0;
f3 = x1 ¡ 2x1x0 ¡ 2x2x3 ¡ 2x1x2 = 0;
f4 = x2 ¡ 2x2x0 ¡ 2x1x3 ¡ x21 = 0
(8.3)
the eliminant equals
(3x0 ¡ 1)(x0 ¡ 1)(18711x60 ¡ 55728x50 + 67743x40 ¡ 42872x30
+ 14805x20 ¡ 2616x0 + 181):
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Example 8.4. This example is due to the present authors. Find the eliminant in x4 for
the system
f1 = x21 + x1x2 + x
2
2 ¡ 2x1x3 ¡ 4x2x3 + 3x23 ¡ 3x1x4 + 2x2x4 + x24
¡3x1 ¡ 2x2 + 3x3 ¡ 2x4 ¡ 2 = 0;
f2 = 2x21 ¡ x1x2 + x22 ¡ x1x3 ¡ x2x3 ¡ 6x23 ¡ x1x4 + x2x4 ¡ 5x3x4 ¡ 3x24
¡5x1 + x2 + 5x3 + 2x4 + 5 = 0;
f3 = x31 ¡ x21x3 + x1x2x3 + x1x2x4 ¡ 5x1x23 + x1x24 + x32 ¡ 5x22x3 + 7x2x23 ¡ 3x33
¡5x23x4 + 2x34 + x21 ¡ x22 + 2x23 ¡ 3x24 ¡ 3x1x2 + 2x1x3 ¡ 3x1x4 ¡ 2x3x4
¡x1 + x2 + 11x3 ¡ 2x4 ¡ 3 = 0;
f4 = ¡x31 + 6x21x2 ¡ x21x3 ¡ 12x1x22 ¡ 4x1x2x3 + 6x1x2x4 + 5x1x23 ¡ x1x3x4
+11x1x24 + 6x
3
2 + 6x
2
2x3 + 4x2x
2
3 ¡ 7x22x4 + 15x33 + 4x34 + 3x21 + 2x1x2
+2x22 + 2x2x4 ¡ x23 ¡ x3x4 + 5x24 ¡ 35x1 ¡ 14x2 + 4x3 ¡ 10x4 ¡ 15 = 0:
Here SF (GB) = f85x4 + 137g. The determinant of the 11£ 11 B¶ezout matrix equals
x4(x4 ¡ 1)(x4 ¡ 2)X (x4)
272097792(85x4 + 137)3
:
Here X (x4) is a polynomial of the degree 33 with the coe–cients of the order ‚ 37.
The numerator is the true eliminant. The system has 10 real zeroes, including (0; 1; 1; 1),
(¡1; 0;¡1; 0) and (1; 2; 0; 2).
The timing results of our experiments are summarized in the following table (all timings
are in seconds). We did our experiments using Maple V release 5 on a 2-processor (Octane
R10000) machine with 2GB of internal memory. The columns I, II and III show the
Gro˜bner basis computation for the ideal I(f1; : : : ; fL¡1) (w.r.t. a total degree ordering
on the variables that are to be eliminated), the B¶ezout matrix construction and the
evaluation of its determinant, respectively. Column IVshows the sum of columns I, II
and III.
Besides this we computed the Gro˜bner basis for the ideal I(f1; : : : ; fL¡1; fL) w.r.t.
a total degree ordering on all variables (column V). This is the \preprocessing part"
of the FGLM method (Faugµere et al., 1993), currently considered as one of the fastest
elimination methods. From this Gro˜bner basis the FGLM method constructs the Gro˜bner
basis w.r.t. the lexicographic ordering that contains the eliminant we are looking for. The
Gro˜bner basis w.r.t. a block-lexicographic ordering was computed as well (column VI).
One block contains the variables to eliminate, another block the variable in which we
want to flnd the eliminant. The computed Gro˜bner basis contains the eliminant. As
Maple does not have the block-lexicographic ordering as built-in functionality, we used
Mathematica 3 for this. For our examples Mathematica appeared to be a factor 1.2 up to
8 faster for the Gro˜bner basis computations w.r.t. the total degree ordering. This factor
was used to obtain approximate timings for the Gro˜bner basis computation w.r.t. the
block-lexicographic ordering using Maple (in parantheses, column VI).
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Example I II III IV V VI
8.1 1.18 2.45 5.07 8.70 6.13 0.52 (2.63)
8.2 4.91 15.3 12.0 32.2 56.9 360 (2630)
8.3(L = 4) 0.72 0.54 0.21 1.47 1.69 0.59 (2.22)
8.3(L = 5) 7.17 5.01 14.6 28.3 14.1 38.3 (68.6)
8.3(L = 6) 86.3 44.6 763 894 356 700 (848)
8.4 1.53 3.12 5.80 10.5 19.3 953 (3394)
Regarding the B¶ezout method, one can see that the Gro˜bner basis computation (col-
umn I) contributes from 10 up to 50 percent of the total time needed. The contribution
of the B¶ezout matrix construction (computation of normalforms, column II) varies from
5 up to 50 percent. The determinant evaluation takes from 15 up to 85 percent of the
total time.
For the FGLM method, according to experiments from Faugµere et al. (1993), the
Gro˜bner basis computation (column V) is only 15 up to 35 percent of the total time
needed for this method. Taking this into account, the B¶ezout method is always faster than
FGLM. However, a more fair comparison would be obtained by restricting the FGLM
algorithm to flnd the eliminant only. For Example 8.4 the B¶ezout method takes only half
of the time needed for the Gro˜bner basis computation part of the FGLM method.
Computing the Gro˜bner basis using the block-lexicographic ordering gives us the elim-
inant as well. In timings the difierence with the B¶ezout method varies very much. Only
for Example 8.1 and Example 8.3 with L = 6 the direct computation of the Gro˜bner
basis is faster (using the approximate timings for Maple). For Example 8.4 the B¶ezout
method is more than 300 times faster.
Example 8.4 shows that the B¶ezout method is, apparently, by far the faster way of
flnding the eliminant for dense systems (a polynomial f(X) is called dense if the set of
its power products contains nearly all the possible power products of degree • deg f).
Other examples can be found in Bikker (1995).
9. Conclusions
We have treated B¶ezout’s method for computing the resultant of multivariate polyno-
mials f1(X); : : : ; fL(X); g(X). The idea of the method consists of replacing the division
algorithm that works for the univariate case by the reduction algorithm w.r.t. an appro-
priate set of monomials. The reduction procedure was given for the generic case when
this set of monomials can be predicted a priori only via consideration of the leading forms
of the polynomials. For the non-generic cases the Gro˜bner basis technique can be used
for choosing such a set of monomials as well as for proving the general results.
We have compared B¶ezout’s method with Macaulay’s and shown some of its applica-
tions:
(a) for solving system of equations, i.e. for flnding an eliminant and for deducing for-
mulae connecting its roots with the zeroes of the system (an analogue of the Shape
Lemma);
(b) for the zero separation problem;
(c) for flnding polynomials satisfying the B¶ezout identity.
Some advantages of the method:
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(a) the resultant-matrix (B¶ezout’s matrix) is square of order never exceeding B¶ezout’s
bound (i.e. for R(f1; : : : ; fL; g) it is • deg f1 : : :deg fL);
(b) for the generic case one does not obtain extraneous factors, while for the non-generic
case, the procedure to extract them was worked out;
(c) at least for some known examples, the method is more efiective than that of using
the Gro˜bner bases w.r.t. (block-)lexicographic ordering.
Several problems have remained for further investigation, among them
(a) veriflcation of the Rank, Choice and Multiplicities conjectures from Sections 4, 5.2
and 7.2, respectively;
(b) comparison of the method with Dixon’s one (Kapur and Saxena, 1995): as the latter
is based on the generalization of the B¶ezoutiant, the explicit relationship between
the both methods should exist (see the remark after Theorem 3.1);
(c) implementation of the reduction algorithm from Section 5 and estimation of its
computational complexity.
The reduction algorithm from Section 5 can also throw light on the work of the normal
form flnding algorithm from the Gro˜bner basis theory. Probably, this will allow one to
obtain tighter bounds for computing times for this algorithm, at least for generic systems.
While working on the present investigation we have passed on the usual way of the
reader of the classics: when one’s attitude develops from curiosity to admiration.
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